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By Mary O’KEEFE

There is no debate that Crescenta 
Valley, in fact all of California, is dry. 
Rainfall is down, vegetation is dry-
ing out and summer is ramping up. 

A reminder of how dry the local 
vegetation is came on May 30 at 3:30 
p.m. For those in Crescenta Valley, 
there were eerily familiar images as 
the Powerhouse Fire climbed up the 
hills of the Angeles National Forest 
and evacuations were announced. A 
daily update was given on the fire’s 
progress. In the end, the Powerhouse 
Fire burned 30,274 acres and, as of 
Monday, was 95% contained, accord-
ing to inciweb.org.

The fire was fueled by heavy, old 
growth chaparral brush, similar to 
what fed the Station Fire.

Dry vegetation and low humid-
ity levels are always a warning sign 
that residents should be fire-ready 
and fire-aware. In a recent ride-
along with Glendale Fire Dept., the 
CVW spoke with firefighters from 
Station 29 about abatement, the dry 
vegetation and how to be proactive 
when it comes to fire prevention. 

“Currently we are three months 
ahead [in dry vegetation and hu-
midity levels] of what we would be 
normally, “ said Capt. Carlos Guerro. 

“Normally we would see these levels 
in August and September.”

Humidity levels help indicate how 
dry vegetation is. Low levels are al-
ways of concern, but in an area like 
Crescenta Valley that is surrounded 
by wild vegetation, it is even more 
of an issue. Once ignited, wildfires 
can spread quickly with embers 
traveling miles. Add Santa Ana 
winds to that recipe and it can be a 
disaster. Glendale and Los Angeles 
County fire departments have sent 
out notices to local residents warn-
ing them of the dangers of not being 
fire-prepared and requiring brush be 
cut back at hillside homes. 

“The first letter was sent to abate 

on May 1. [Residents] were to have 
their [property] cleared by June 1,” 
Guerrero said. Abatement is one the 
best defenses residents can give fire-
fighters to help them control a fire. 

As engineer Brett Mason drove 
the fire engine through local neigh-
borhoods, Guerrero pointed out 
homes that had heeded the abate-
ment request and a few that had not. 

“See that home,” he pointed out. 
“All the vegetation is cleared.”

The home, high on a hill in Whit-
ing Woods, had an obvious cleared 
space of at least 100 feet surround-
ing the residence. As Guerrero 
walked through the neighborhood, 
he pointed out another home that, 

although it was not up against the 
open land, had a large pile of wood 
that lined two sides of the home. 

“This home is one we will come 
back to,” Guerrero said. 

Residents were sent a letter re-
questing abatement, allowing the 
homeowner 30 days to comply. If 
they do not comply, then the County 
of Los Angeles will get involved and 
send workers out to clear the area. 
The county workers are typically 
more expensive than anyone the 
resident might hire. 

“We give them the month of May, 
then start going out to [properties] 
in June,” Guerrero said. 

By Mary O’KEEFE

Usually Robin Goldsworthy be-
gins each week at the Crescenta 
Valley Weekly with a staff meeting, 
endless email correspondence and 
arranging stories for that week’s 
paper; however, this Monday was 
a little different – to say the least. 

CVW publisher/editor Gold-
sworthy spent her Monday at 
a luncheon at the Sacramento 
Convention Center where Assem-
blymember Mike Gatto honored 
her, and the CVW, with the Cali-
fornia Small Business of the Year 
award for the 43rd District. 

The annual awards ceremony 
honors the contributions of small 
businesses to the State of Califor-
nia. 

“I was surprised when Assem-
blymember Gatto called to let me 
know that CV Weekly had been 
chosen for this award, “ Goldswor-
thy said. “The 43rd District is so 
large with so many diverse and 
robust businesses; for the Assem-
blymember to choose CVW was 
quite humbling.”

Goldsworthy, the founder and 
publisher of the CVW, was nomi-
nated by Assemblyman Gatto for 
her tireless dedication to keeping 

the residents of La Crescenta, 
Montrose, Glendale, and La Ca-
ñada Flintridge informed about 
local news. Founded in 2009, the 
CV Weekly has continually im-
pressed readers with its informa-
tive articles, accessible layout and 
community-oriented approach to 
news, stated Gatto. 

“Robin Goldsworthy created the 
Crescenta Valley Weekly in the 
wake of the Great Recession, and 
she has prevailed as newspapers 
across the country are struggling 
to survive,” Gatto said.  “Her cour-
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With a fire season that 
is year-round, officials 
are requesting help 
from residents to cut 
back nearby brush and 
vegetation from their 
homes.

By Ted AYALA

Plans to bring a touch of greenery to 
downtown Glendale got a boost. Keep 
America Beautiful recently issued a 
grant for the Brand Parklet project, ac-
cording to City Manager Scott Ochoa. 

The Brand Parklet is part of a larger 
project to make parkland more acces-
sible to residents, businesses, and visi-
tors. The parklet concept has gained 
headway in recent years by cities 
short on available land to designate for 
parks by making use of small pockets 
of urban space, such as former parking 
lots, and converting them into a small, 
green space. 

Speaking to the dais at Tuesday’s 
Glendale City Council meeting, a rep-
resentative from Community Devel-
opment stated that the projects have 
already found success in cities such as 
San Francisco and Los Angeles. The 
first of Los Angeles’ parklets opened up 
in nearby Highland Park in February 
with another one following soon after 
in downtown.

“[These] were spaces previously for 
traffic, mainly parking space, that are 
now converted to public open space in 
areas that are sparse on such space,” 
said the representative. “It’s a place 
where individuals can gather where 
there was no space before.”

The Brand Parklet would be funded 
entirely by the Keep America Beauti-
ful grant. Daily maintenance of the 
site would be provided by the Down-

Fire Safety is a Hot TopicCity Receives Grant 
for “Parklet” Project

see FIRE SEASON on page 6

see CVWEEKLY on page 9

CV Weekly Named Small 
Business of the Year

Photo by Molly SHELTON
Workers cut away dead vegetation at  Camp Max Straus in the Verdugo Mountains. The camp workers have been 
diligently working on abatement at the location to be proactive in the fight against wildfires. 

see GCC on page 6

CV Weekly publisher Robin Goldsworthy flew to Sacramento to receive 
the California Small Business of the Year award for the 43rd District.
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Mrs. Goldsworthy Goes to Sacramento
from the desk of the publisher 

You’ve probably heard 
the big news (especially 

if you’ve read the front page) – Crescenta Valley 
Weekly was named Small Business of the Year 
for the state of California for the 43rd District. 

Wow.
To say that I was excited when I found out 

would be a definite understatement. I actually 
screamed like a little child and jumped up and 
down (literally) when I received Assemblyman 
Mike Gatto’s phone message. For this “crazy 
lady” (as the assemblyman referred to me at the 
awards luncheon in Sacramento on Monday), 
the designation went a long way in validating 
every decision I’ve made since the day in 2009 
when I decided to forego a new kitchen and 
start a newspaper (that self-funding had to 
come from somewhere). 

Steve and I flew to Sacramento on Saturday 
to be on hand for Monday’s awards luncheon 
when I joined the honorees from the other dis-

tricts in California. When it came time to stand 
beside Assemblyman Gatto while he outlined 
the accomplishments of the CV Weekly over 
the last few years, I was embarrassed (well, 
almost) when he told the hundreds of people in 
the room of how the paper has been, from day 
one, a reliable, non-partisan source of news for 
the Crescenta Valley and surrounding areas. 
The assemblyman reminded everyone that this 
was at the beginning of what became a great 
recession and (I had to chuckle to myself) when 
the death bell was ringing for print media.

But I always had an ace in the hole – the 
folks who live, work and love the Crescenta 
Valley. I know my neighbors and from day one 
I knew that they wanted to know what was go-
ing on in their neighborhoods, whether it was 
a sale, a burglary or a bear. I’ve always had 
faith that our readers would not only cheer us 
when we did something “right,” but also chas-
tise us when we were wrong. I’m thankful that 
we were accurate far more than inaccurate (I 
hate writing those corrections). 

And of course I have a staff that has been 
painstakingly assembled over the last three-
plus years. There’s been a couple of times that 
my hiring choices were, to put it bluntly, stu-
pid, and more than once I could be found at 
my desk with my head in my hands wonder-

ing how I was going to survive another week. 
But since the beginning I’ve prayed to be smart 
and brave, to recognize a closed door and not 
to waste time banging against it but instead to 
look for an open one. That philosophy might not 
line up well with a traditional business plan, 
but it’s taken me this far.

I’ve received some touching notes of congrat-
ulations since the news was released about our 
recognition and I’m thankful – I’m thankful to 
my family that has witnessed a changed mom 
and wife (and not always to their liking), to my 
friends who have stood by me and accepted the 
adjustment in my availability and have just 
been grateful for the time we’ve had together, 
and to my team that has stood by me (some 
since the beginning), willing to put their faith 
in the dream of this “crazy lady.”

And of course there’s the readers of the Cres-
centa Valley Weekly who each week wait for 
their community paper, who make sure to visit 
our advertisers, who plunk down $1 a week 
to have the paper delivered in their driveway 
(even though it can be found – for free – at so 
many places around town). 

Though it was only I who stood next to As-
semblyman Mike Gatto on Monday, I know it 
was all of us that made it possible for Crescenta 
Valley Weekly to be so richly recognized.

Robin Goldsworthy is the 
publisher of the Crescenta  
Valley Weekly. She can be 

reached at robin@cvweekly.com 
or (818) 248-2740.
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Summer is almost here. The daylight hours 
grow longer and temperatures are on the rise. 
On Tuesday we hit 90 degrees! The prediction 
of fog and possible drizzle was apparently just 
that –  a prediction. Remember that Friday, 
June 14 is Flag Day. 

According to the National Flag Day Founda-
tion, in 1885 a 19-year-old schoolmaster gave 
his students an assignment. He placed a 10-
inch, 38-star flag in an inkwell at his one-room 
school house in Wisconsin. On June 14, the 
students were instructed to write essays on 
what the flag meant to them. He claimed that 
date as the flag’s birthday. The idea apparently 
spread. I wonder as to the contents of those 
essays.

In Philadelphia in 1776, there lived a flag-
maker, Betsy Ross. Historians question if she 
actually made the first American flag. There 
is even debate of the material: wool or hemp? 
Hemp was used for ships’ sails and bonnets on 
covered wagons, being durable and resistant to 
the elements. Therefore, it was also the prob-
able choice for our new flag.

The American Flag has withstood many 
storms, some natural and some man-made, 
throughout its history. As mentioned, the first 
unofficial “flag day” was in 1885. After three 
decades of similar state and local flag celebra-
tions, on Aug. 3, 1949, President Truman 
designated June 14, National Flag Day. With 
this came the National Flag Code. The rules  
are many, but since I write about weather (for 
the most part), the following pertain to outdoor 
home display:
• The flag should be displayed between sunrise 

and sunset except “when a patriotic effect is 
desired.”

• It should be illuminated at night.
• The flag should only be outside when the 

weather is fair except when the fabric is “all-
weather.” OSH does not sell ones of hemp!

• It is the right of every U.S. citizen to fly the 
flag 365 days a year!
Not much change in the weather from last 

week. The typical fluctuation of onshore/off 
shore is set into next week. Highs in the 80s 
and lows in the 60s accompanied by light gusty 
winds are forecast.

Ideal conditions for flag flying!

Weather
        in the
   foothills

“We take the stars from heaven, the red from our 
mother country, separating it by white stripes, thus 
showing that we have separated from her, and the 
white stripes shall go down to posterity, represent-

ing our liberty.” ~ President George Washington 

Sue Kilpatrick is a Crescenta Valley  
resident and Official Skywarn Spotter for 

the National Weather Service.  
Reach her at  suelkilpatrick@gmail.com.

Small BuSineSS 
of the Year
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By Misty DUPLESSIS

AHEAD with Horses held its annual Photo 
Fun Day on June 8, an opportunity to 
showcase the organization’s beautiful horses 

and the amazing students who ride them.
AHEAD – Accelerated Habilitation Education And 

Development – has been utilizing horses to provide 
therapy and education to disabled/disadvantaged/at-
risk and special needs children for the last four decades. 
The program offers lessons on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 
Fridays and Saturdays at its Shadow Hills facility and 
on Thursdays its mobile program travels to Sullivan 
Canyon to offer lessons to Malibu residents.

During Saturday’s event, students, families and 
friends enjoyed a fun-filled day of games, arts and 
crafts, a silent auction, music and barbecue fare. But 
the highlight was when the students mounted up to 
show their riding abilities.

Fifteen-year-old Mark Branca began riding with 
AWH eight months ago, but his family has already 
begun to see a change in his development. 

“When he started, he wasn’t talking as much,” said 
Branca’s mother. “Here, he’s telling the horses to walk 
and [he’s] doing all these cool poses on the horses and 
standing up and [gaining] strength. He’s enjoying it.”

Five-year-old Hayden Morhar has been a part of the 
program for the last two and half years. During that 
time, the program has taught him how to be calmer, 
follow directions and give commands to the horse.

Among the guests was Congressman Adam 

Schiff who handed out awards to all students who 
participated in the showcase.

“It’s just wonderful to watch these beautiful kids 
with such great big smiles on their faces as they ride 
around the track,” Schiff said as he thanked all the 
AWH participants and supporters.

The event would not have been possible, much 
less so successful, without the help of the nearly 100 
volunteers who were on hand during the day and the 
volunteers who continually provide assistance to the 
students and the organization.

Omar Diaz has been volunteering every Saturday 
alongside his father for the last four months to help 
students with their lessons.

“It’s actually a nice thing that [AWH does] with the 
kids,” said Diaz, adding that during the few months 
that he has been present he has noticed a difference in 
students’ lives.

With only two full time staff members and just a few 
part time staff members, the organization depends on 
dedicated volunteers to ensure that students get the 
most out of their sessions.

“We offer volunteer service hours to high school 
students who need them for graduation purposes 
and we also offer them to college students for school 
credits,” said AWH president Joyce Davison.

The organization continues to receive, and welcome, 
donations for the fundraiser. Anyone wanting to donate 
can visit the AWH website at http://aheadwithhorsesla.
org/support-us/donations/.

AHEAD with Horses 
Hosts Special Day

IN BrIEf
Antonovich honored with 
trAil AdvocAcy AwArd

For his longstanding commitment to 
protecting, preserving and expanding 
the trail system throughout Los Angeles 
County, Supervisor Michael D. Anto-
novich has been selected by the national 
organization American Trails to receive 
the Trail Advocacy Award.

In 2007, Antonovich led the board 
of supervisors to vote to increase the 
number of miles of trails proposed for the 
county’s multi-use trails’ master plan. 
Two years later, he awarded grants of 
county funds to expand, rehabilitate, and 
improve 15 trails in 19 cities from Clare-
mont to Lancaster, in amounts of up to 
$150,000 each that included the La Cres-

centa Regional Trail Link and the Cherry 
Canyon Trails Improvement Project.

Over 33 years of serving the county, 
he has approved the allocation of mil-
lions of dollars in county funds to create, 
improve, and expand park and recreation 
facilities such as bike paths, multi-use 
trails and public access points such as 
trailheads and trail staging areas.

cvcA Meeting PlAnned
The Crescenta Valley Community 

Association will meet Thursday, June 
27 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the La Cres-
centa Library, 2809 Foothill Blvd., at La 
Crescenta Avenue in La Crescenta. The 
focus of the meeting is local businesses on 
Foothill Bouelvard. The contact for more 

information is Nancy Comeau at high-
wayhighlands@gmail.com.

heAling with locAl Medici-
nAl herbs

The native plants of the foothills were 
a medicine cabinet for local Indians. At 
the next meeting of the Historical Soci-
ety of the Crescenta Valley, Dr. James 
Adams, USC professor of Pharmacology, 
will talk about these herbs having chemi-
cal properties that mimic or are the same 
as modern pharmaceutical drugs. 

The meeting is on Monday June 17 
at 7 p.m. at the La Crescenta Center for 
Spiritual Living, located at the corner 
of Dunsmore and Santa Carlotta, 4845 
Dunsmore Ave. in La Crescenta.

Beeve Vision Care Center

818.790.8001
1809 Verdugo Blvd., Suite 150 • Glendale, CA 91208

Dr. Scott W. Beeve, MD, FACS & Dr. Jerold Beeve, MD, 
FACS are proud to be part of this community!

THE BEEVE FOUNDATION FOR WORLD EYE & HEALTH, INC.
The Beeve Foundation For World Eye & Health, Inc. was established

for the purpose of providing much needed health care, primarily vision 
care and some dental care, to the underserved Fijian population.

Go to  www.fijiforsight.org
To learn more about this worthy cause and how you can help.

Rates as of 5/17/13 and are subject to change without notice
and may vary based on the applicant’s creditworthiness.
All loans subject to credit approval and Credit Union
membership status.

*

Photos by Misty DUPLESSIS
TOP: Hayden Morhar, 5, admires the participation 
medal he received from Congressman Adam 
Schiff (left). BOTTOM LEFT: Mark Branca (left), 
15, with his mother attended Saturday’s AWH 
fundraiser. BOTTOM RIGHT: A student performs 
some of the movements he learned.



By Michael YEGHIAYAN

Congressman Adam Schiff in-
troduced legislation that would 
potentially limit executive military 
powers granted after the Sept. 11, 
2001 attacks. If passed, the bill 
would eventually sunset the Autho-
rization for Use of Military Force 
(AUMF) by the beginning of 2015.

While the AUMF was originally 
designed to give the president ad-
ditional powers to fight Al-Qaeda 
related terrorism, Schiff argues 
that the law no longer accurately 
addresses threats to American in-
terests. 

“When Congress passed the 
AUMF shortly after 9/11, we did not 
intend to authorize a war without 
end,” explained Schiff in a state-
ment. “The cessation of our com-
bat mission in Afghanistan next 
year is a logical end point for an 

authorization that now provides 
a poor description of the groups 
which threaten us, and an increas-
ingly precarious legal rationale for 
going after them. As the President 
observed recently, if we don’t define 
the nature of the threat we face, it 
will define us.”

President Barack Obama re-
cently called on Congress to act on 
a reduction of his office’s expanded 
military powers during a speech at 
the National Defense University. 

“I look forward to engaging Con-
gress and the American people in 
efforts to refine, and ultimately re-
peal, the AUMF’s mandate,” Presi-
dent Obama said. “And I will not 
sign laws designed to expand this 
mandate further. Our systematic 
effort to dismantle terrorist orga-
nizations must continue. But this 
war, like all wars, must end.”

The AUMF has been used to 

authorize drone strikes against 
terrorist operatives and allows for 
the indefinite detention of terrorist 
suspects at the Guantanamo Bay 
detention camp in Cuba. The pow-
ers were granted after the World 
Trade Center attacks, giving the 
president the power to use “force 
against those nations, organiza-
tions, or persons he determines 
planned, authorized, committed, 
or aided the terrorist attacks that 
occurred on September 11, 2001, 
or harbored such organizations or 
persons, in order to prevent any fu-
ture acts of international terrorism 
against the United States by such 
nations, organizations or persons.”

With the withdrawal of American 
troops in Afghanistan planned for 
the end of 2014, the passage of this 
bill would allow Congress to rede-
fine the legality of the president’s 
role in the country’s defense policy. 

By Mary O’KEEFE

Two principal candidates have 
been announced for Monte Vista 
Elementary and Crescenta Valley 
High schools.

Dr. Linda Gubler Junge has been 
announced as the candidate for the 
principal’s position at Crescenta 
Valley High. Junge has been the 
principal for Muir Elementary in 
Glendale. Prior to that, she served 
as GUSD’s director of public infor-
mation, director of assessment and 
evaluation and is a former Spanish 
teacher. 

Suzanne Risse has been chosen 
as the candidate for principal at 
Monte Vista Elementary. She has 
been serving as principal at RD 
White Elementary School in Glen-
dale. Prior to that, she served as 
assistant principal, a teacher spe-
cialist and has taught in the district 

for many years. 
During a community meeting on 

May 29, parents shared their views 
of what they wanted in a principal 
for CVHS. A similar meeting was 
held for the principal of Monte Vis-
ta. During the CVHS meeting, some 
of the “wish list” items included a 
principal who would respect stu-
dents’ opinion, place children first, 
celebrate the school’s diversity and 
be kind as well as tough enough to 
deal with any issues that needed 
a strong leader. The parents also 
expressed that they wanted a prin-
cipal who understood their commu-
nity and CVHS-specific concerns. 

GUSD Superintendent Dick 
Sheehan said he would keep the 
suggestions in mind as he inter-
viewed applicants for the job.

“[Junge’s] husband is a CV High 
School graduate; she has ties to the 
Church of Latter-day Saints in La 

Crescenta and she used to babysit a 
family off Briggs Avenue,” Sheehan 
said of Junge’s familiarity with the 
foothills community.

He added that when he arrived 
at the district as assistant superin-
tendent, Junge was then the direc-
tor of public information.

“She was the best [PIO] I had 
ever worked with,” he said. 

Risse has connections to the com-
munity as well with children in CV 
schools. 

“She has a kid at CVHS and one 
at Fremont Elementary and had a 
child graduate from CVHS,” Shee-
han said. 

Junge and Risse will have to wait 
until June 18 to be officially named 
in the designated principal posi-
tions. The final decision will come 
from the Glendale Unified School 
District school board at its June 18 
meeting. 
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The Power of Social Media 

No Decision Yet on Site’s Future

By Michael J. ARVIZU

Advocates for preserving 
the former Tujunga Canyon 
Detention Center site (see story 
above) have been taking to social 
media to spread the word.

Respective Facebook pages 
calling for the preservation of 
the Verdugo Hills Golf Course 
and the Tuna Canyon Detention 
Station have lit up in the last 
several weeks with comments 
from people in and around 
Sunland-Tujunga voicing 
their support of preservation. 
Comments have come in from as 
far away as Colorado and Japan.

As far as the Tuna Canyon 
Detention Station Facebook 
page, it is a way of “disseminating 

a lot of information about support 
letters or historical information 
that comes up,” said La 
Crescenta resident and advocate 
Karen Keehne-Zimmerman. 
“There have been a lot of things 
we’ve been learning just in the 
last two months.”

The use of social media to 
advocate for local issues dates 
back to 2005 when residents 
in Sunland and Tujunga were 
fighting to prevent Home Depot 
from opening a new store 
on the former Kmart site on 
Foothill Boulevard, said Sunland 
resident Joe Barrett.

“Before that, it had been phone 
trees and meetings and word 
of mouth,” said Barrett. “Social 
media is the best way to get stuff 

out.”
A petition on Change.org 

supporting preservation of the 
Tuna Canyon Detention Station 
land had 1,281 signatures as 
of Wednesday afternoon from 
people in California, Arizona, 
Oregon, and Washington, D.C.

Using social media, Barrett 
said, has allowed people and 
organizations to become 
involved.

“If you find people that are 
really interested in a core 
subject, you’re more likely to be 
able to take off with it,” Keehne-
Zimmerman. “Social media is 
a very effective way of meeting 
people online who have common 
interests and goals.”

By Michael J. ARVIZU

The city of Los Angeles Planning 
and Land Use Management 
(PLUM) committee on Tuesday 
decided to extend the amount of 
time needed to reach a vote on 
whether or not to include the site 
of the former Tujunga Canyon 
Detention Center on the list of 
historical-cultural monuments.

The Los Angeles City Council has 
until July 3 to make a motion on the 
extension of the agenda item. The 
item will then go back to the PLUM 
committee on July 23 for a final vote 
and recommendation to the Los 
Angeles City Council.

At issue is the lack of cooperation 
between the two sides in coming to 
an amicable agreement on how the 
site could best be memorialized. 

“The committee decided to 
continue the matter to ask our 
office to convene a working group in 
order to try to find common ground 
in appropriate commemoration, 
interpretation and preservation 
of the site,” said Ken Bernstein, 
manager of the city’s Office of 
Historic Resources. “There clearly 
has been a lack of communication 
between the advocates for 
designation and the owner and 
developer of the property. What’s 
a challenge here is how best to 

both preserve what remains and 
commemorate and interpret that 
history.”

In his remarks, PLUM committee 
chairman and Los Angeles 
City Councilman Ed Reyes 
echoed Bernstein, adding that 
inconsistencies and gaps have been 
evident in dialogue on the part of 
both sides as they struggle to agree 
on the best way to memorialize the 
site. 

“Most us want to do the 
same thing, which is having an 
appropriate, commemorative 
display at this location. That is 
going to happen,” said Fred Gaines, 
attorney for developer Snowball 
West Investments. “We’ve already 
applied for it to be a California 
historical landmark.”

A city designation for historical 
status, the kind residents are 
hoping to have granted for the 
former Japanese detention center, 
only applies in cases where old 
buildings still exist, said Gaines. 
Since no buildings from the former 
camp exist, “the law that protects 
the structures is not necessary,” said 
Gaines. “There are other laws, like 
California historical landmarks. 
You identify it and mark it. You’ve 
seen that all over the place on signs 
when you drive around.”

The decision to move the vote 

to a later date, Reyes said, is 
an opportunity for “continuing 
dialogue to address priorities 
and concerns” and will allow 
“community representatives to hear 
some of the plans the owner has in 
mind.”

Sunland resident Joe Barrett, in 
a blog post on Tuesday, criticized 
the committee’s decision to move 
the vote to a later date, calling it a 
delay tactic.

“No vote was taken, a ridiculous 
committee was ordered created, 
and the historical significance of 
[Tujunga Canyon Detention Center] 
was swept under the rug,” wrote 
Barrett. “This was a shameful day 
for the PLUM committee and the 
city of Los Angeles.” 

At Tuesday afternoon’s meeting, 
Reyes posed a direct question 
to advocates asking, by show of 
hands, how many were not aware 
of the exact details the developer, 
Snowball West Investments, has 
in mind for a proper memorial, 
and how those details might exist 
as prescribed by law. The majority 
raised their hands.

“I’m not sure if the folks here are 
familiar enough with the details to 
know what is acceptable and what 
isn’t,” Reyes said. 

Reyes, in his remarks, also voiced 
his concern about possible litigation 

had the PLUM committee voted 
on Tuesday to include the site on 
the list of historical and cultural 
monuments, given that such a vote 
would go against the decision of the 
city’s Cultural Heritage committee 
not to recommend the site for 
inclusion, which was made at its 
meeting in April.

“I believe that this PLUM 
committee has an opportunity 
to make the decision,” said Rose 
Ochi, a Los Angeles resident and 
attorney who worked on historical 
recognition for the former 
Manzanar Japanese incarceration 
camp in Independence, Calif., about 
40 miles south of Bishop. Ochi 
spoke on her own volition and does 
not represent either side. 

“You’re worried about litigation 
for the city,” she said. “There should 
be no litigation because this is, in a 
way, a moral issue.”

A group of about 50 Sunland 
and Tujunga residents dressed in 
red shirts attended the meeting 
en force, with one group of 30 
residents chartering a bus to attend 
Tuesday’s meeting. It was hoped, 

residents said, that a show of force 
would convince the committee to 
vote in favor of including the former 
Tuna Canyon Detention Center on 
the list of historical and cultural 
monuments. 

Beginning in 1941, shortly after 
the Japanese Empire attack on 
Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, the area 
that is now occupied by the Verdugo 
Hills Golf Course was used as 
an internment camp for hundreds 
of American citizens of Japanese 
descent. Known as Tuna Canyon 
Detention Station, Immigration, 
and Naturalization Service, the 
camp was one of two in the Los 
Angeles area, the other being at 
Griffith Park.

“We really feel like it should be 
preserved,” said Sunland resident 
Franny McCartney. “Los Angeles is 
so famous for tearing things down 
and building something new. I want 
to remember the old stuff. I feel that 
if you don’t remember it, you could 
repeat it again. We need to preserve 
the history.”

The American Red Cross of Glendale-Crescenta Valley proudly presents our 

 Annual Wine, Cheese, & Chocolate
Tasting at the Forest Lawn Museum

Thursday, June 20 • 5:30 pm to 8:00 pm
The Forest Lawn Museum

1712 S. Glendale Avenue, Glendale
Special Guest Appearance by Fritz Coleman

Channel 7 anchorman, talented comedian, and long time supporter of the Red Cross

Enjoy a selection of intriguing and carefully selected wines, an array of fine Mignon 
chocolates, delectable cheeses, and light appetizers.  Live music and a Silent Auction 
will be enjoyed with all proceeds benefiting the Glendale-Crescenta Valley Chapter.

Tickets $60 each or $100/couple.
Online tickets available at GlendaleArts.org 

Sponsorship levels from $1,000 to $50 available. 

Contact Ronald.Farina@RedCross.org  (818) 243-3121 ext.115

American Red Cross
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Valley Chapter
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Two Opportunities to Give the Gift of Life

Distraction Burglary 
in Montrose

By Natalie MAIER

Every two seconds someone 
needs a blood transfusion in the 
United States. Every day, more 
than 44,000 blood donations are 
needed for patients, according to 
the American Red Cross. 

Two local blood drives are being 
held this week to help fill that 
need, one on June 18 at the 
Crescenta Valley Sheriff ’s Station 
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 
another on June 21 at Verdugo 
Hills Hospital from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m.

Dep. Jorge Valdivia of the 
Crescenta Valley Sheriff ’s Station 
hopes at least 25 donors will 
give this year, adding that during 
summer the blood banks generally 
run low. 

“We’re really hoping for the 
community support of this event 
because it’s tough during the 
summertime. [The Huntington 
Hospital] blood supply is 
extremely low,” Valdivia said.

All the donations collected at 
the CV Sheriff ’s Station will go to 
Huntington Hospital, a trauma 
two hospital that treats patients 
suffering from everything from 
gunshot to stabbing wounds. 

Valdivia has seen firsthand 
how blood transfusions save lives 
and encourages the community 
to do its part by donating.

“If you have the opportunity, if 
you get a chance, and you’re not 

afraid of a little needle, we should 
all be doing our part and help save 
lives,” Valdivia said.

Those who would like to be a 
blood donor may call Dep. Valdivia 
at (818) 236-4021 to schedule an 
appointment. Walk-ins are also 
welcome. The CV Sheriffs Station 
is located at 4554 Briggs Ave. in La 
Crescenta. Donors will receive a 
free pint of ice cream from Baskin 
Robbins.  

Over at Verdugo Hills Hospital, 
the American Red Cross is hosting 
a blood drive at the hospital’s 
fourth floor council rooms.

“The more [donors] the better 
because [the blood donated] goes 
directly back to the hospital 
and benefits our patients at 
Verdugo,” said Celine Petrossian 
from Verdugo Hill’s Hospital’s 
Marketing and Public Relations 
Dept.

All participants will receive a 
Wahoo’s Free Taco Coupon, two 
tickets to an L.A. Galaxy soccer 
game (per ticket processing fee) 
and two Laugh Factory tickets.

To schedule an appointment 
to donate blood at Verdugo 
Hills Hospital, visit: www.
redcrossblood.org and enter the 
sponsor code: verdugohospital 
or contact Axel Arndt at (818) 
952-2297 or email AxelArndt@
vhhospital.org with questions.

Verdugo Hills Hospital is located 
at 1812 Verdugo Blvd. in Glendale.

All blood donors must be at least 
17 years of age, weigh at least 110 
lbs. and have not gotten a tattoo 
within the last 12 months.

 For more detailed information 
about donor requirements, visit: 
www.redcrossblood.org/donating-
blood/eligibility-requirements.

By Mary O’KEEFE

A man and women entered a local 
store on June 6 at about 5 p.m. in the 
2200 block of Honolulu Avenue and, 
after looking around the store, got 
the attention of the lone employee. 
The employee walked away from 
the front counter where the cash 
register was located. 

Another man and woman then 
entered the store and began to look 
around the counter/cash register 
area while the employee continued 
to help the first couple. After being 
in the store for about 30 minutes, 
the two couples left and the worker 
discovered her purse, which she 
placed under the front counter, was 
missing. 

A video surveillance tape showed 
the man who was part of the second 
couple that was looking around 
the cash register walked behind 
the counter and took the purse. 
From the video, it appeared the two 
couples were working in unison. 

This is a typical distraction type 
burglary, according to Officer Abe 
Chung, Glendale police. 

“Please be aware of this tactic,” 
Chung said. 

The first couple that entered the 
store to distract the employee is 
described as: Caucasian female, 5’5” 
tall and weighing 200 pounds with 
brown hair. At the time she was 
wearing a black shirt and dark 
pants and was holding a white 
bag. The man was described as 
Caucasian, 6’ tall and weighing 190 
pounds with black hair. He was 
wearing a white shirt and dark 
pants.

The second couple was described 
as: Caucasian female, 5’5” tall and 
weighing 200 pounds with brown 
hair. She was wearing a dark shirt 
and dark pants. The man was 
described as Caucasian, 6’ tall and 
weighing 190 pounds with black 
hair. He was wearing a short sleeve 
dark tank top and dark pants. 

Anyone who has any information 
or sees anything suspicious is asked 
to contact the GPD at (818) 548-
4911. If anyone witnesses a crime 
in progress, they are asked call 911 
immediately. 

October used to be known as 
fire season, but since the drought 
and continuing low humidity, fire 
season is more year-round. 

The coming months have 
historically had low amounts of 
precipitation. 

“As far as your area, it is pretty 
dry,” said Stuart Seto, weather 
specialist with the National 
Weather Service, Oxnard.  

Three-fourths of the area’s rain 
comes in the latter part of the year, 
he added. In June, precipitation 
is normally .22 inches, July is .05 
inches and August is .11 inches. The 
rain totals are based on a 30-year 
average.

“That’s not a lot of rain,” he said. 
“That is why [officials] are saying in 
May the fuels are so dry.” 

The low live and dead fuel 
moistures, along with persistent 
drought, have created the potential 
for active to extreme fire behavior in 
many parts of the state, according to 

the predictive services of National 
Interagency Coordination Center. 

The agency has declared a Fuels 
and Fire Behavior Advisory for the 
entire state of California finding 
that there is a deficiency in rainfall 
and snow pack resulting in fuels 
that are four to eight weeks ahead 
of normal drying rates. 

The Glendale Fire Dept. has a 
Fire Prevention Bureau that can 
help residents with questions on 
what they can do to be proactive. 
For information, visit http://fire.
ci.glendale.ca.us/fireprev.asap or 
contact (818) 548-4810. For Los 
Angeles County Fire, visit http://fire.
lacounty.gov/SafetyPreparedness/
ReadySetGo/home or contact (323) 
881-2411.  

In upcoming articles, CVW will 
cover abatement companies, and 
provide more information on how 
being fire ready will keep your 
neighborhood safe. 

town Glendale Association. Aside 
from providing a small area where 
people can sit and relax, a free mini 
library will also be installed on the 
site. 

Ground breaking would begin 
next month and construction is 
expected to be completed by the 
end of July. The chosen site for the 
parklet is the southwest corner 
of California Avenue and Brand 
Boulevard. Four currently existing 
public parking spaces would be 
converted to make room for the 
parklet.

Concept designs show the parklet 
with a seating area surrounding 
an open space that would take 
up approximately 300 sq. ft. 
Plant life on the parklet would 
be local species that are drought 
resistant. The design was chosen 
for versatility as a multi-purpose 
open space.

Local business owners were said 
to be “ecstatic” over the project.

Councilmember Ara Najarian 
spoke in favor of the project, though 
he expressed concerns that the 
area would become a congregation 
space for local vagrants.

“Do we have any plans to make 
sure they don’t abuse it?” he asked. 
“We don’t want them camping out 
there.”

City staff replied by saying 
that members of a “Downtown 
Ambassadors” program would 
be monitoring the parklet to 
ensure against such problems. 
Additionally, ambient lighting 
for the site is expected to be a 
deterrent to homeless seeking 
to spend the night. It was also 
mentioned that local businesses 
have expressed their willingness to 
be vigilant against any problems at 
the parklet.

City Attorney Michael J. Garcia 
noted that while loitering laws are 
“particularly hard to enforce,” he 
said that there are a number of 
alternatives to avoiding any abuse 
of the parklet, including laws 
against overnight encampment.

Concerns over the design of 
the project itself were noted by 
Councilmember Frank Quintero. 
While welcoming the parklet and 
expressing the hope that others 
would be soon to follow in the city, 
he criticized the design as being too 
“spare.”

“Seems like a vast, empty space 
between the two places to sleep,” 
he said.

Montrose resident Rye Baerg 
who chairs the Walk Bike Glendale 
organization spoke in favor of the 
project.

“It’ll be great to activate the 
space in downtown,” he said.
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June 10
 3700 block of N. Verdugo Road 

in Glendale, the front glass door 
at the Verizon Wireless store was 
shattered apparently after someone 
threw a large rock at the door. The 
cash register had been open and cash 
was missing. A Samsung 7.7 tablet 
had been ripped from the display 
area and stolen. The burglary was 
reported at 7:53 a.m.

June 8
3400 block of Maryann Street 

in Glendale, a resident returned 
home to find the back door open and 
a blue toolbox stolen. The resident 
was not certain if she had locked the 
rear door of the property. The home 
was in escrow and the resident had 

entered the home to continue to 
pack her belongings to move. The 
home was entered overnight. 
June 5

Pennsylvania Avenue and 
the Foothill (210) Freeway in 
Glendale, a patrol officer noticed 
two men walking southbound 
on the west side of Pennsylvania 
Avenue. After an investigation, 
it was found that one of the men, 
a 21-year-old La Crescenta man 
was found to have what appeared 
to be methamphetamine in his 
possession at 9:54 a.m.

2700 block of Brierhaven Drive 
in La Crescenta, a wallet and cash 
were stolen from an unlocked 
vehicle between June 2 and June 4.

4500 block of Briggs Avenue in 
La Crescenta, a 47-year-old woman 
from Peoria, Ariz. was arrested 
for suspicion of possession of a 
controlled substance, possession 
of drug paraphernalia and being 
under the influence of a controlled 
substance. As a deputy was checking 
the public parking lot at the 
Crescenta Valley Sheriff ’s Station 
and noticed the woman standing 
on the corner of Briggs Avenue and 
Cross Street. She reportedly looked 
agitated and was unable to stand 

still. The deputy reported he felt she 
exhibited behavior similar to those 
under the influence of narcotics. He 
spoke to her and allegedly found her 
speech loud and rapid, continuing 
to exhibit suspicious behavior. After 
an investigation, it was discovered 
a truck parked nearby belonged 
to her father, however she was in 
possession of the vehicle. After a 
search, the deputy discovered a 
white plastic baggie containing what 
appeared to be methamphetamine 
and a small glass pipe commonly 
used to ingest narcotics. 

The arrest occurred at 4:40 p.m.
May 31

900 block of Valley Crest Street 
in La Cañada Flintridge, a man 
reported that his wallet had been 
stolen after he and an acquaintance 
had lunch at his home. He discovered 
the wallet stolen after the lunch and 
the friend had left. A representative 
from Bank of America contacted the 
man the next day, stating his debit 
card had been used twice apparently 
without his permission The card 
was used once at a gas station and 
once at McDonald’s; both locations 
are in Tujunga. 

The theft and use of the man’s 
debit card occurred between 9:30 
p.m. on May 31 and 7 p.m. on June 1.  
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By Michael YEGHIAYAN

With a steady stream of 
wildlife sightings in the foothills 
and across Glendale, the city 
has launched an interactive map 
to help track animal activity in 
urban areas. The map, which can 
be found on the City of Glendale 
website, allows residents to post 
wildlife sightings and breaks 
down citywide sightings by 
region over the past seven days.

In the last three weeks, two 
mountain lions have been 
reported in the city of Glendale. 
The first was spotted in the 2800 
block of Kennington Drive near 
the Chevy Chase Country Club. 
More recently, a mountain lion 
was reported in the backyard of 
a home on Del Monte Road near 
Glendale Community College.

Extended periods of drought 
bring mountain dwelling 
animals and their predators into 
residential areas in search of 
food and water.

“Many people are not only 
concerned about public safety, 
but also about the safety of 
animals, especially in the 

Crescenta Valley,” said Glendale 
Public Information Officer 
Tom Lorenz. “We wanted an 
interactive map for people to 
share data. That way, people 
will have a better idea where 
some wildlife has been over the 
past seven days, when the data 
is most relevant.”

The release of the online map 
is part of an effort by the city to 
raise public awareness of wildlife 
sightings and raise awareness of 
safety measures residents can 
take to avoid incidents involving 
dangerous wildlife. The map will 
record sightings of mountain 
lions, bears, bobcats and coyotes, 
as well as deer, which are often 
targeted by predators in the 
region.

The city also recommends that 
residents not feed deer, which 
is illegal in California, and 
suggests growing plants that 
help repel deer. The California 
Dept. of Fish and Game recently 
released, “A Gardener’s Guide 
to Preventing Deer Damage,” 
which outlines methods for 
safely repelling wild deer.

“We are hoping to change 

some people’s habits because we 
won’t be able to change animals’ 
habits,” said Lorenz. “We are 
not looking to cause fear, we just 
want to make this information 
available so people can plan 
accordingly.”

Although much of California 
is home to mountain lions, 
attacks by the animals are 
extremely rare as they generally 
avoid people. However, residents 
worried about mountain lion 
attacks are advised to avoid 
hiking, jogging or biking alone. 
Children and small animals 
should be carefully watched 
and mountain lions observed 
should be avoided and reported 
to the Glendale Police Dept. If 
confronted by a mountain lion, 
a person should face the animal 
and appear as large as possible 
to deter an attack.

The Glendale Wildlife Map 
was developed by the Glendale 
Information Services Dept.’s 
GIS and web team. The 
concept was first introduced 
by the Glendale City Council 
at the recommendation of 
Councilmember Ara Najarian.

By Jason KUROSU

The Friends of the Rosemont 
Preserve was formed last year when 
a group of community volunteers 
sought to prevent the development 
of 7.75 acres of land and turn 
the open space into a sanctuary 
dedicated to nature preservation 
and education. 

Thus, the one-year anniversary 
of the land’s purchase was a cause 
for celebration and one was held 
Saturday morning at the site of the 
preserve at the top of Rosemont 
Avenue. 

Paul Rabinov of the Friends of 
the Rosemont Preserve thanked the 
volunteers who spent the months 
preceding the anniversary building 
the trails and removing invasive 
species of plant life from the area.

Rabinov also thanked the donors 
who helped the Arroyos & Foothills 
Conservancy purchase the land, 
citing assistance from Supervisor 
Michael Antonovich’s office as well 
as Assemblyman Mike Gatto and 

Assemblyman Anthony Portantino.
Gatto and Portantino also 

applauded the volunteers’ efforts. 
“What this community was 

able to do, to come together and 
make this place a reality, is really 
extraordinary,” said Gatto. 

“This really was a community 
effort, from the announcement at 
Rosemont Middle School last year 
to today,” said Portantino, also a 
board member of the Arroyos and 
Foothills Conservancy. 

The trail was also dedicated to 
Mountain Avenue Elementary third 
graders who were the first students 
to visit the preserve for a field trip. 
Parents worked with Mountain 
Avenue to include the preserve into 
the third grade science curriculum. 

Archana Sudamilla, a 
bioinformatician and parent who 
developed the curriculum, said she 
viewed the preserve as a “hands-on 
science lab, bringing nature closer to 
the kids.” The curriculum is focused 
particularly on adaptation, how the 
current plants came to coexist and 

adapt to the geography of the land. 
There is also a project in mind for a 
Girl Scout troop to plant 60 trees on 
the property later in the year. 

Those present at the anniversary 
celebration were also privy to the 
preserve’s first docent-led tours. The 
docents come with backgrounds in 
science and knowledge of the area. 
The information provided in the 
tour coincides with the curriculum 
developed at Mountain Avenue, for 
identifying the native plants and 
any remaining invasive species, 
as well as instances of adaptation 
present within the property. 

Rabinov kept his speech short, 
knowing the ribbon cutting and 
first tours were imminent, the 
culmination of a year’s work come 
to fruition. 

“This event means just as much 
to me as when my wife and I moved 
into our home in La Crescenta 
18 years ago, the excitement and 
pride that we felt which we wanted 
to share with people that we care 
about,” said Rabinov.  
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FAA Release Prompts Hearing

Welcome Nature Garden 
Unveiled in Sunland

By Michael YEGHIAYAN

Congressman Adam Schiff hosted 
a field hearing at the Autry Center 
on Monday to discuss the issue 
of helicopter noise in Los Angeles. 
The hearing was held in response 
to a recently released report by the 
Federal Aviation Administration 
that studied the Los Angeles 
airspace and corresponding noise.

The Los Angeles Residential 
Helicopter Noise Relief Act of 2013 
was reintroduced to Congress by 
Schiff in the most recent session. 
The bill would require the FAA to set 
regulations limiting helicopter noise 
in certain residential areas.

Schiff and Rep. Tony Cardenas 
were joined by Los Angeles County 
Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky, 
representatives from the FAA, a 
neighborhood residents panel and a 
helicopter industry panel to discuss 
the report. The hearing at the Wells 
Fargo Theatre brought a vocal 
audience on both sides of the issue, 
all of whom were eager to have their 
voices heard.

In their report, the FAA advocated 
a voluntary, cooperative approach 
as the most effective means to 
reducing noise.

“This is arguably the most 
complex and congested airspace 
in the country, and possibly the 
world,” said FAA Deputy Regional 
Administrator David Suomi. “Our 
job is to provide a safe and efficient 
air transportation system; that is 
our mandate.”

A major point of contention 
between the FAA and the bill’s 

co-sponsors is the effectiveness of 
voluntary measures in reducing 
noise. While the FAA points to the 
success of voluntary measures in 
the reduction in noise between the 
two “Carmageddon” 405 freeway 
closures, the panel of elected officials 
argued that mandatory measures 
and sanctions are necessary to have 
an effective change in policy.

“I know there are many responsible 
helicopter pilots who, when asked 
to cooperate, have cooperated,” 
said Supervisor Yaroslavsky. 
“Unfortunately, I do not believe that 
voluntary measures work. We need 
teeth in the regulations.”

The complexity of Los Angeles 
airspace has complicated the 
issue and prevented the FAA 
from recommending mandatory 
standards. However, Schiff 
dismissed the argument and 
demanded mandatory regulations.

“Some operators have made it 
clear that they want no restriction. 
They feel they have an inherent right 
to hover at any altitude,” said Schiff. 
“We need to consider the economic 
impact of those in the helicopter 
industry as well as the economic 
impact of residents on the ground. 
Noise has an economic impact on 
housing values and quality of life, 
and residents have every right to be 
heard and respected.”

Representatives from the 
helicopter industry argued that the 
bill would not provide the noise 
relief expected by most residents 
and pointed to the regulations 
already adhered to by pilots. They 
argued that most of the helicopters 

operating at night or at low altitudes 
are emergency vehicles not affected 
by the bill and helicopter noise from 
private operators would simply be 
displaced to other neighborhoods.

Members of the Professional 
Helicopters Pilot Assn. also proposed 
a more sophisticated system of 
tracking helicopters partnered with 
a phone hotline for residents to help 
alleviate ground noise.

“While a small minority [of 
pilots] are irresponsible, most are 
dedicated, well trained helicopter 
professionals,” said PHPA President 
Larry Welk. “A lot of the comments 
that pilots have no regard for folks 
on the ground are simply not true.”

Other helicopter pilots in 
attendance expressed concern 
that additional regulation would 
threaten the safety of their industry. 
Commercial pilot Sibylle Allgaier 
believes that forcing helicopters to 
operate at higher altitudes will put 
them in flight paths of faster moving 
fixed-wing aircraft.

“I’m worried about this bill 
because I am afraid it could impact 
my life, my livelihood,” said Allgaier.

However, Schiff maintained that 
a fair compromise can be found that 
will reduce noise without putting 
pilots at any additional danger.

“The law is very explicit about 
safety; safety is paramount. Nobody 
wants the FAA to do anything that 
puts pilots in danger,” said Schiff. 
“However, if we can safely make 
changes that improve things for 
those on the ground, we will.”

By Michael J. ARVIZU

On a small, seemingly barren 
plot of land next to the Foothill 
(210) Freeway in Sunland, at the 
intersection of Fenwick Street and 
Sunland Boulevard, a group of local 
residents gathered on Saturday 
morning to inaugurate the town’s first 
Sunland Welcome Nature Garden.

Located on the northwest corner 
of the intersection opposite a busy 
strip mall, the garden is a grassroots 
effort, residents say, to improve the 
visual quality of an area dominated 
by concrete, rocks, weeds and asphalt.

The project began in 2011 when 
residents Roger Klemm and Ricky 
Grubb considered opening a native 
plant garden in the hopes of replacing 
the city-installed invasive and 
nonnative fountain grass growing on 
the site. The nonnative grass also 
had the potential to increase the 
fire danger in the surrounding area, 
Klemm said.

The goal of the project, Klemm said, 
is “to take the plants that are in our 
local wild areas, invite them into our 
community, and basically develop this 
as a showcase of our native plants.” 

A self-described “plant geek,” 
Klemm began the project by 
surveying local plant life to determine 
what would be most appropriate 
for the garden. With permission 
from the Santa Monica Mountains 
Conservancy, he proceeded to take 
seeds and cuttings from sources in the 
Verdugo Mountains, Tujunga Wash, 

San Gabriel Mountains and even 
areas along the 210 Freeway.

The blueprints for the garden were 
drawn up by Tujunga-based FormLA 
Landscaping, which volunteered its 
time to assist on the project. And due 
to the garden’s vicinity to the 210 
Freeway, permits to build the garden 
were obtained from the City of Los 
Angeles’ Adopt-A-Median program. 

“Basically, we, the Sunland-Tujunga 
Neighborhood Council, have taken 
ownership of this plot of land,” said 
Klemm. “It’s ours now.”

So that the plants will acclimate 
well to their environment, they will be 
planted as seedlings. The plot of land 
the garden sits on is roughly 15,000 
square feet in size and will house 
buckwheat, white and black sage, 
wooly blue curls, toyon, sugar bush, 
and ceanothus plants, among 50 other 
native plant types, said Klemm. The 
plants will require very little water, 
and the garden’s irrigation system 
will only have to be switched on once 
or twice a year. Rainfall will do the 
rest.

“This will be an educational garden,” 
said Katarina Eriksson, maintenance 
manager at FormLA Landscaping. 
“Once the plants are established, 
hopefully we can have nameplates or 
a key that people can come and look at 
and say, ‘Oh, I like that plant. What 
is it?’”

Native plant species also help 
preserve the local ecosystem by 

Javier Alonzo Galvan was born 
Dec. 9, 1983 and transitioned on 
June 9. He was 29 years young, 
and loved by everyone who was 
lucky enough to meet him. 

He is survived by his wife, Mrs. 
Javier Alonzo Galvan; his parents 
Javier A. Galvan and Gabriela 
Galvan; his brothers Alex and 
Christopher Galvan; and his 
sister Jocelyn Galvan. He will 
also remain in the hearts of a 
very large family circle of friends 
and a handful of pets.  

Jav was diagnosed with 
leukemia on Jan. 9, 2011. He 
fought a long and complicated 
fight for two and a half years. In his 
struggle, as in his life, he carried 
himself gracefully, with honesty, 
courage, love and optimism. His 
smile, his smell, his touch and 
his voice will be deeply missed 
by all, but his person and the 
memories of his love will remain 
in our hearts forever.  

Kenneth Richard Jury, 69, born 
Nov. 6, 1943 in Conrad, Mont., 
passed away on June 7.  He 
resided in La Crescenta at the 
time of his passing.

After graduating from 
Paramount High School, he 
enlisted in the U.S. Navy, serving 
on the aircraft carrier USS 
Lexington and the destroyer USS 
Twining. After leaving the Navy, 
he joined the Los Angeles County 
Fire Dept. He loved serving as the 
fire patrolman in the brush areas. 
He would check fire breaks and 

If anyone would like to send 
flowers and/or condolences, 
his memorial services will be 
held on Saturday, June 15 
at 11 a.m. Crippen Mortuary 
is located at 2900 Honolulu 
Ave., La Crescenta. All prayers 
and donations are greatly 
appreciated by the family.  

Peace, Jav.

Javier Alonzo 
Galvan

Kenneth 
Richard Jury 

Dec. 9, 1983 – June 9, 2013

Nov. 6, 1943 – June 7, 2013

Obituary

Obituary
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brush clearance in remote 
locations, often making friends 
with the homeowners. A service-
connected injury caused him to 
retire early, but he kept up with 
friends through the County of 
Los Angeles Fire Museum Assn. 
where he had been treasurer for 
20 years. He was instrumental in 
raising funds for the purchase 
and restoration of antique fire 
equipment.

Ken was also a 20-year 
member of the American Legion 
Post #288 in La Crescenta. He 
was serving his fourth term as 
Post commander.

He was also a 30-year 
member of Pasadena Elks Lodge 
#672. There he served on many 
committees, was an officer and 
served twice as Exalted Ruler.

A long-time member of Mt. 
Olive Lutheran Church, Ken 
played in the Bells of Joy, a 
handbell choir. He also cleaned 
the church each week and did 
small repairs.

Ken and his wife enjoyed 
camping in their trailer as well 
as cruising. Their trip through the 
Panama Canal was a particular 
delight.

He is survived by his wife 
Christine; son Michael; sisters 
Carolyn Grear (Robert) and 
Marolyn Brueckner; and his 
brother Ted Jury (Rita). He was 
preceded in death by his parents 
Stanley and Betty Jury.

Services will be held at 
Saturday at 11 a.m. at Mt. Olive 
Lutheran Church, 3561 Foothill 
Blvd., La Crescenta.

see NATURE GARDEN
on next page
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age, fortitude, and personal investment 
in the lives of her friends and neighbors 
are characteristics of a civic and business 
leader deserving of special recognition and 
gratitude.”

Goldsworthy founded her publishing 
company after the previous community 
newspaper was closed and she was laid off.

With headlines declaring the end of the 
print publishing industry, it may not have 
seemed like an obvious choice to start a 
newspaper, but for Goldsworthy there was no 
doubt as to the path she was to take. 

“To me it was a no brainer. I knew my 
community, I was involved in my community 
and I knew I could bring the information my 
neighbors wanted that was pertinent,” she 
said. “I went home and told my husband that 
I wanted to start a newspaper. He told me we 
had enough money for a new kitchen, or for a 
newspaper. I still have the ugliest kitchen in 
La Crescenta.”

During its three years, CVW has continued 

to grow and reach out to the community. 
Goldsworthy said she is proud of how the 
paper has been welcomed and is supported 
by the community. 

“I am aware it is not a one woman show. I 
could not produce this paper week after week 
without the dedication of my staff that shares 
the same vision as I do,” she said. 

CVW continues to expand, currently 
preparing for its second annual readers 
choice poll, CVW The Finest, publishing its 
first magazine, Discover Crescenta Valley, 
an annual publication, and creating a new 
online newspaper for “nerds,” True-Believer. 

“Local businesses and their owners are 
the backbone of a strong local and state 
economy,” said Gatto. “It is important that 
we recognize these businesses for their 
positive contributions to our neighborhoods 
and economy. Robin Goldsworthy and the 
Crescenta Valley Weekly are an inspiration 
to us all.”

allowing native insect and 
animal species to flourish, 
Klemm said.

“The native plants support 
native insects and, therefore, 
the rest of the food chain,” 
he said. “Where you have 
native plants, you have native 
insects; where you have native 
insects, you have native birds 
and lizards. The fountain 
grass that we replaced was 
one of those that screws up 
the local ecosystem.”

At first glance, it appears 
that nothing is growing on 
the site. That will change, 
however, in the next few 
months as the plants begin 
to sprout. Further planting 
will take place in October and 
November. 

“As far as the local 
ecosystem, it has such a great 
impact that we’re just blind 
to on a daily basis,” said 
Stephanie Reed, associate 
designer at FormLA. 

For now, small yellow 
flags mark the location of 
young plants. As the garden 
grows, volunteers will be busy 
keeping the weeds at bay, said 
Klemm. 

“This can provide support 
to demonstrate that if a 
community is involved, they 
can do amazing things,” said 
Los Angeles City Councilman 
Richard Alarcón, who helped 
open the garden on Saturday. 
“The city could not manage 
this property effectively. I 
think it is better when the 
community does it anyway. 
They do it in a way that’s 
more consistent with the 
history of this community. 
The characteristics of the 
community are reflective in 
this.”

The garden also features 
a cobblestone sign located 

on its southeast corner 
welcoming motorists to 
Sunland-Tujunga. The sign 
will be updated with a tile 
mosaic created by McGroarty 
Arts Center in Tujunga. 
The mosaic will display the 
official seal of the city of 
Los Angeles and will welcome 
visitors to the “Showplace of 
the Chaparral.”

“By next spring, it should 
be obvious that there’s stuff 
planted here,” said Klemm. 
“There are a couple of plants 
that have literally more 
than doubled in size since 
we planted them two months 
ago.”
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 Mike Gatto, assemblymember of the 43rd District for the state, presented Goldsworthy with the award 
at a luncheon in Sacramento on Monday.

Photo by Michael J. ARVIZU
Residents look at a blueprint of the Sunland Welcome Nature 
Garden during its opening in Sunland on Saturday.
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Seeking Teachable Moments
As the director of a childcare 

center that serves children up 
to sixth grade, I am always 
looking for those teachable 
moments. One came my way 
during that last week of school. 
The word petition was given on 
a spelling list for several of the 
students coming to the Center 
for Children after school. A 
tradition at the center is that 
when kids come off the vans 
from the various elementary 
schools, they come into my 
office and pick out two jelly 
bellies from the jar on my desk 
before going to class. This way 
they are greeted each day, asked 
how their day was or engaged in 
other polite conversation.  

I had heard through the 
grapevine that the children 
were going to petition, inspired 

from the spelling list, that I 
change the type of candy on my 
desk. As the week went on, the 
idea of a petition was enhanced 
to a protest that I change the 
candy. The organizers of the 
protest – very bright kids – 
wanted to warn me that the 
protest was coming. This is the 
teachable moment: I told them 
that a protest was held when 
people felt they had been treated 
badly or when they didn’t 
get something that they had 
earned. Nobody at the center 
was being treated badly because 
the candy on my desk was not 
something they deserved nor 
had they earned the candy but 
rather it was a kind gesture on 
behalf of the office staff. I went 
on to say that perhaps the first 
step might have been a nice 
letter of request. I explained 
that they didn’t need to jump 

to a more aggressive form of 
communication before they 
knew if I was willing to change 
things up or not.  

I familiarized them with 
another word and that word 
was civility. It is something that 
adults are practicing less and 
less so I wasn’t all that surprised 
that children had forgotten 
that step before moving on to 
petition and protest. I sent them 
on their way to think about our 
conversation.  

About 20 minutes later, I had 
three charming, well-written 
letters on my desk requesting 
a change from jelly bellies to 
gummy bears. Guess what was 
on my desk the next week? 

I hope that civility makes 
next year’s spelling list.

Pat Chambers, director 
Center for Children

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Being a lifetime Southern 
California resident, I’ve always 
been extremely appreciative 
and regularly in awe of the 
dangerous work done by our 
many thousands of wildfire 
fighters when faced with 
blast furnace temperatures, 
hellacious Santa Ana winds 
and thousands of acres of 
tinder-dry brush that cover our 
Southland. 

Fighting out-of-control fires 
during hell-on-earth conditions 
is just business-as-usual for 
firefighters in this part of the 
world. The equipment and 
methods may change, but 
the size and regularity of the 
conflagrations remain as deadly 
and destructive as ever. It’s 
not for nothing that Southern 
California’s four seasons are 
said to be drought, flood, wind 
and fire. 

That said, what does seem 
to be different lately is how the 
bureaucracies involved in these 
all-too-frequent crises handle 
the media during the events 
themselves. Take the recent 
Powerhouse Fire in the Saugus-
Santa Clarita Mountains just 
north of us.

Over the years, we’ve gotten 
used to watching televised 
press briefings that feature an 
exhausted and sweaty, soot-
covered fire captain in his 
yellow turnout coat describing 
the current status of the fire 
lines, approximate percentages 
of containment and other 
pertinent and important facts. 
Reporters would ask a battery 
of inane questions and the 
longsuffering firefighter would 
answer as best he or she could 
when you just know they’d love 
to whack the journalist upside 
the head with the largest brass 
hose nozzle available and get 
back to fighting the blaze. 

The past several fires, 
however, I’ve noticed a 
significant change in the 
way these press briefings 
are handled. Instead of 
an exhausted firefighter 
addressing the cameras with 
cut-to-the-chase statistics, we 
now get an extended parade 
of dry cleaner-fresh politicians 
and PR hacks each jockeying 
for their moment of glory in 
front of the phalanx of lights, 
cameras and microphones. 

Two weeks ago, for 
example, during the height 
of the Powerhouse Fire in 
Santa Clarita, I watched a 
press conference which had 
been repeatedly promoted ad 
nauseam as bringing us the 
“latest shocking developments” 
on the explosive growth of 
the fire and “what it means 
for residents in the Antelope 
Valley and neighboring 
communities.” Our daughter 
and her family live in one of 
those communities, so of course 
I watched. And watched. And 
watched some more. 

For five minutes, then 10 
and on past the 20 minute 
mark into the press conference, 
there was a lineup of officials 
from Cal Fire, the L.A. County 
Fire Dept., the California 
Emergency Management 
Agency, California Fire Service 
and Rescue Emergency 
Mutual Aid Plan, the City of 
Los Angeles, the U.S. Forest 
Service, L.A. County Sheriff ’s 
Dept., Angeles National Forest 
Joint Command task force, the 
Bureau of Land Management, 
National Wildfire Coordinating 
Group, and Cal Trans. 

There were incident 
commanders, press liaisons, 
assistant deputies, chief 
public information officers, 
city councilmen, mayors, a 

state assemblyman and even a 
senator. 

Shockingly, the only 
dignitary who didn’t elbow 
his way in front of the media 
mass at this particular press 
conference was outgoing 
Los Angeles mayor, Antonio 
Villaraigosa, a man whom my 
friends in media regularly joke 
about, saying the quickest way 
to get hurt is to stand between 
Hizzoner and a TV camera with 
its red light on. (And yes, he’s 
been a regular fixture at past 
fire-related press conferences 
decked out in his own regal 
mayorific yellow turnout coat.)

For nearly half an hour, the 
only “news and information” 
this parade of spokesclowns 
imparted was to echo each 
other virtually word-for-
word in congratulating their 
respective departments for a 
“spirit of cooperation” and “solid 
commitment to teamwork” 
and “task completion,” and to 
reassure the public that piles 
of county, state and federal 
dollars had been promised by 
other babbling bureaucrats and 
blah-de-blah, blah, blah. 

As I watched the press 
event drag on, I couldn’t help 
but think that the brave and 
determined firefighters on the 
front lines would have a much 
easier time knocking back the 
flames if there wasn’t such a 
windstorm of hot air blowing 
their way. 

I’ll see you ‘round town.

A Firestorm 
of P.R.

My ThoughTs, ExacTly
» JiM chasE

© 2013 WordChaser, Inc. 
Jim Chase is an award- winning 

advertising copywriter 
and native of Southern California.  
Readers are invited to “friend” his 

My Thoughts Exactly page on  
Facebook. Also visit Jim’s new blog 

with past columns and  
additional thoughts at:  

http://jchasemythoughsexactly.blogspot.com

TrEasurEs of ThE VallEy
» MikE lawlEr

“City of La Crescenta” 
Voted Down in 1964

La Crescenta had talked 
about becoming its own city 
from its very inception in the 
late 1800s, but had never 
seriously given it a shot. In 1951 
that issue was clouded when 
half the valley, including the 
business district of Montrose, 
annexed itself to Glendale to 
take advantage of organized 
city services like municipal 
water and sewers.

This split in the valley left 
the portion of La Crescenta 
not part of Glendale (east of 
Pennsylvania and north of 
Honolulu) in county hands. Any 
decisions about the growth and 
development of unincorporated 
La Crescenta-Montrose and 
allocations of fire and police 
would be decided in downtown 
L.A. Development of schools for 
La Crescenta would be decided 
in downtown Glendale. This 
made some self-determined 
citizens of La Crescenta 
uncomfortable. They felt that 
our future should be in our 
own hands. They also worried 
that future annexation by 
Glendale was inevitable, which 
would only shift control of La 
Crescenta from one distant 
government body to another. 
They felt strongly that La 
Crescenta should be its own 
city, and in 1963 they formed 
the “La Crescenta Incorporation 
Committee.”

But it was tough to sell an 
intangible vision for the future, 
particularly when things 
seemed just fine in the present. 
Skeptics abounded, and it 
wasn’t long before an anti-
cityhood group formed claiming 
that increased bureaucracy 

and higher fees for services 
would come with cityhood. 
They felt there wasn’t enough 
tax base in La Crescenta to 
support a city. Adding urgency 
to the issue, there was a clock 
ticking, as state-level rules 
for incorporation were being 
tightened in the early ‘60s, 
and it was expected that this 
would be the last chance for La 
Crescenta to form its own city.

The pro-cityhood faction had 
to collect signatures from 25% 
of the property owners (about 
1,500 signatures), which they 
were able to do, ensuring an 
election. As well, a score of 
candidates stepped forward 
to run for five spots on a city 
council (if the election was 
successful). A few of the names 
you might recognize – Tom 
Dunigan, Norm Avril and Vito 
Cannella.

As the election on May 7, 
1964 drew near, both sides in 
the fight became more strident, 
but the main arguments boiled 
down to local control versus the 
threat of higher taxes. 

Sadly, CV residents as a whole 
were more interested in their 
daily lives than who their local 
government was to be. A town 
hall meeting bringing together 
the city council candidates and 
outside experts on the realities 
of incorporation attracted only 
150 residents out of the 19,000 
living in the affected area. 
Three of the council candidates 
didn’t even show up.

When the election came, 
the status quo won out. The 
final vote was 813 for cityhood 
and 4,149 against. A dream of 
cityhood for La Crescenta that 
had started with Dr. Briggs in 

the late 1800s, and had popped 
up several times in the ensuing 
decades, was now essentially 
dead. Interestingly, La Cañada 
went through a cityhood bid at 
exactly the same time – 1964. 
They too turned down cityhood, 
although not by as large a 
margin. La Cañada-Flintridge, 
with their more robust tax base 
and affluent population, was 
able to revisit the issue and 
achieve cityhood in 1976.

We’ve been more fortunate 
than some other communities 
that remained unincorporated. 
We have a good working 
relationship with our county 
Supervisor Mike Antonovich, 
who lives in the area and cares 
deeply about the Crescenta 
Valley. We’ve achieved some local 
governance with the formation 
of the Crescenta Valley Town 
Council in 1989. We have 
continued to have a relatively 
small-town atmosphere. But on 
the downside, our area has been 
a target by some developers, 
not always scrupulous, that 
are attracted by the county’s 
less stringent zoning and lax 
oversight of development.

After cityhood’s loss in ’64, 
some predicted we’d soon be 
gobbled up by Glendale. It didn’t 
happen. However, those in the 
know about civic issues feel that 
in the future, unincorporated 
areas like CV will inevitably be 
absorbed by larger cities, and 
in our case, it will probably be 
Glendale.

Mike Lawler is the former 
president of the Historical Society
of the Crescenta Valley and loves 

local history. Reach him at
lawlerdad@yahoo.com.

grEETings froM cVDaPc!
» suzy Jacobs

From “Preparing for Summer with 
Teens” by Amity Chandler, former ED, 
Drug Free Charlotte County, Fl.

Throw out the left-over liquor bottles 
from holiday parties. If they’re going to 
experiment, it will be with the stuff you’re 
least likely to look at or touch. Since teens 
say when they drink they do so at a friend’s 
home, it’s time for us to start talking to 
those parents and asking direct questions, 
such as, does my teen have access to alcohol 
in your home? Worst-case scenario is you’ll 
embarrass your teen. It won’t be the first 
time.         

Prepare for boredom. Before you know 
it, they’ll be calling you on the phone while 
you’re at work asking to go to place A, with 
friend B, whom you’ve actually never met, 
but is a friend of friend C, whom you know 
quite well. And, oh by the way, they’ll be 
home before you get home, and they’ll keep 
their cellphone on. I believe most teens are 
inherently honest and good, but I’ve noticed 
they can smell weakness. If they can get 

their otherwise logical parent who normally 
would insist on all facts and details with 24-
hour notice to budge in this one moment, 
the door is open for compromise. Work 
with your teen to make plans in advance 
and stick with the 24-hour notice rule for 
activity outside of the home. If friend B is 
really that important to your teen, they’ll 
make plans within your guidelines.

A summer job can be a gateway to 
experimentation. Summer jobs can result 
in relationships between your teen and 
older, legal drinking-age individuals. 
Plan on talking to your teen about work 
relationships, new friends and your 
expectations of them while they are 
working for the summer.

Plan for fun and down time. Endless 
surveys of teenagers show that they are 
often more worried, more stressed and 
more over-extended than any other teen 
generation that has come before them. 
Take time out. Plan in advance for ways 
that you and your teenager can relax.

Getting Kid Ready for 
Summer
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By Demi DUENES

Mountain Avenue 
Elementary School 
chess club won the 

first place trophy at the Glendale 
area chess tournament on 
May 31. The event was held at 
Lincoln Elementary School and 
drew more than 20 chess clubs 
representing schools from as far 
away as Orange County. 

Mountain Avenue’s chess club 
players could be found every 
Wednesday at practice. Max 
Nelson, a fifth grader at Mountain 
Avenue, has been a member of 
the chess club for three years and 
played at his first tournament 
on May 31. Max was 5 years old 
when his father and grandfather 
taught him how to play, and he 
practices with his father at home 
regularly. 

Max recalled being excited and 
nervous about the tournament, 
adding, “I never knew we were 
going to win.” He said that the 
chess club has made him smarter 

and helped him make new friends. 
Among his favorite things 

about chess is how “strategic you 
can be, thinking ahead of your 
opponent, and it makes you think 
harder.” 

Another club member is second 
grader Harrison Connors, who 
felt the opposite of schoolmate 
Max.

“I knew we were going to win,” 
Harrison said. Even though it 
came as no surprise to him when 
Mountain Avenue won first place, 
he still was ecstatic. 

Harrison has been a member 
of the chess club for one year and 
practices chess at home with his 
brothers. When asked why he 
loves the game, Harrison replied 
that it’s “a strategy game, you can 
take your time, and it’s fun.” 

The first place title was held 
for many years by R.D. White’s 
chess club, until this year when 
Mountain Avenue pulled ahead 
with many outstanding members 
including Max and Harrison. 

First Steps School in La Crescenta 
is the first school in the area to partner 
with the Armenian Educational 
Foundation (AEF) to provide tangible 
assistance to students in Armenia. 
For over 60 years, AEF (aefweb.org) 
has provided financial assistance to 
Armenian students and educational 
institutions in Armenia and Diaspora. 
One of AEF’s many educational 
related projects is to provide school 
supplies to students attending the 
village schools in Armenia and 
Artsakh and, since the start of this 
program in 2007, 15,000 students 
have received school supplies from 
AEF.   

For every new or existing student 
that enrolls in First Steps’ Summer 
Program, First Steps, through the 
AEF, will donate a backpack filled 
with essential school supplies to a 
deserving student in Armenia. This 
donation will be fully funded by First 
Steps at no extra cost to the parents.

“We, at First Steps, wanted 
to empower young children by 

introducing to them The Art of 
the Small, how small actions can 
have huge impacts,” said Kathy 
Ebrahimian, director, First Steps 
School.

“We hope through this endeavor our 
students can experience firsthand the 
great feeling of giving a gift to another 
child without even having met them; 
a child that speaks the same language 
and has the same cultural roots as 
them but is not fortunate enough 
to have the essential tools that our 
students have at such an early age. A 
backpack filled with school supplies, 
which in reality is quite a small gift, 
can truly change another student’s 
life. The act in itself will cause a 
trickle effect and continue making the 
world a better place, one student at a 
time,” said Ebrahimian.

For more information about First 
Steps’ Summer Program and the The 
Art of the Small cause, contact the 
school at (818) 957-6364.

The Glendale Elks honored 
21 seniors attending local 
high schools with $34,400 in 
scholarships during its 83rd 
annual awards ceremony held 
on May 22, at the local lodge. 

This year’s honorees and 
their college destination (in 
parenthesis) are: Campbell 
Hall Conner Calabro (Tufts 
University); from Clark Magnet 
David Khachatrian (UCLA), 
Guy Burstein (Georgetown), and 

Stanimira Kartolova (UC San 
Diego); from Crescenta Valley 
High School, Eric Ahn (Illinois), 
Emily Alcorace (Purdue), 
Kristen Ampig (UC Irvine), 
Lauren Lee (USC), Richard Cho 
(Harvard), and Sarah Oh (UC 
Berkley); from Franklin High 
School, Antonio Maldonado 
(Yale), Shelly Ngo (Harvard) 
and William Wong (MIT); from 
Glendale High School, Natalie 
Harmon (Carnegie Mellon) and 

Sherwin Rosario (UC Berkeley); 
and from Hoover High, Andrew 
Alwin (Cal Lutheran), Isabel 
Hodgson (Syracuse), Mihran 
Hovannesyan (UCLA), Richard 
Kim (UCLA) and Steven Lee.  

Lodge member Jack Wright 
has chaired the scholarship 
event since 1997 during which 
time the Glendale Elks have 
awarded over $490,000 to 365 
students.  

Mountain Avenue Chess Club Celebrates Win

First Steps School 
Partners with AEF

Glendale Elks Honor 21 
Outstanding Seniors

KIM KELLY   KRIS KLINE
2341 Honolulu Ave., Montrose

(818) 249-1743
Mon-Fri 10-6  Sat 10-5

Photo courtesy of Rowena NELSON
Members of the Mountain Avenue 
Elementary School chess club celebrate 
their unprecedented victory at the 
May 31 tournament held at Lincoln 
Elementary School.

Pictured with Elks’ scholarship chair Jack Wright (at left) are the top six finalists from left Guy Burstein, David 
Khachatrian, Shelly Ngo, William Wong, Richard Cho and Eric Ahn.
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YOUTH

JOIN OUR PRESCHOOL AND INFANT CARE FAMILY 

for Summer Fun
HALF DAY AND FULL DAY PROGRAMS:

OPEN FROM 7 AM – 6 PM
• Warm loving environment
• Nurturing staff
• Family friendly schedules
• Small classroom ratio
• Diapers OK
• Developmental age-appropriate curriculum
• Kindergarten readiness
Call for a tour today

MONTROSE PRESCHOOL AND INFANT CARE
2700 Montrose Ave. • Montrose, CA  91020
Phone: 818-249-4048 License #: 191200283

Crescenta Valley United Methodist Church

2444 Honolulu Ave., Montrose, CA 91020

(818) 249-CARE
Montrosepethospital.com

Montrose Pet Hospital

would like to
welcome

Dr. Brandi Bayliff
to our staff and the

Montrose Community

By Misty DUPLESSIS

On May 29, the decorations of 
the Mountain Avenue Elementary 
School auditorium harkened back 
to the days of George Washington. 
The stage was reminiscent of 
a Broadway theater, under the 
direction of longtime teacher Margo 
Ewing.

It was not the first time that 
Ewing presented her vision of the 
bygone era. For the last 30 years, 
Ewing’s fourth grade classes have 
been entertaining students, staff 

and parents with the musical, “Let 
George Do It” by John F. Wilson 
and Marti McCartney.

Ewing first learned of the play 
over 34 years ago and chose to 
introduce it to her students because 
she liked the music, it was kid 
friendly and had solid historical 
content.

 “I always try to find things that 
match the curriculum and I like 
plays because it gets the children 
into different modes of learning. 
Then they don’t realize that they’re 
learning because they’re having so 

much fun,” Ewing said, adding that 
her secret agenda is getting the 
kids to learn without them knowing 
that they’re actually learning. 

 “[The play] could not have been 
any better. She has put many years 
and lots of love into her plays,” 
said sixth grade teacher Kelly 
Schroeder, who was especially 
excited to see the play after recently 
returning from Washington D.C. 
with her class.

George Washington was played 
by student Eric Kruegermann who 
had to play a part and sing a song to 
earn the prestigious role.

“I was very nervous when she 
started announcing the roles. Am 
I going to be George Washington 
or not?” recalled Kruegermann. 

Although he was anxious to hear 
the role assignments, he was not 
nervous to perform because he had 
already performed in other plays 
– one at the school and another 
through a theater company.

Fourth grader J.P. Pitney was 
chosen to play News Reporter No. 
4 and, like all the cast, had been 
rehearsing for the previous six 
weeks.

“I have been practicing really 
hard,” said Pitney who, after the 
first performance, was ready to do 
it all again for the second show.

Though well received by its 
audiences, the performances were 
bittersweet as they marked Ewing’s 
final bow. She ended her 34-year 
teaching career this June, however 

the veteran teacher has many plans 
to catch up on some hobbies she has 
not had time to do.

“I’m going to do some reading. I’m 
a musician so I am going to practice 
the piano. I’m playing in a concert 
next year,” Ewing said. Though she 
retired from teaching in the public 
school setting, she also plans to 
help her grandchildren with their 
homeschooling. 

‘Let George Do It’ – for the Last Time 

Photos by Misty DUPLESSIS
LEFT: Eric Kruegermann as 
George Washington in the play, 
“Let George Do It.
TOP RIGHT: “Let George Do It” 
dancer Faith Choi and sign holder/
soloist Katie Kim.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Fourth grade 
class prepares for the play, “Let 
George Do It.”
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Students and families at 
Mountain Avenue Elementary 
came together at the school on 
the evening of May 17 to enjoy 
an evening of art hosted by 
the PTA’s visual art program. 
Live jazz, refreshments, the 
ever-popular “wacky hat” table 
and over 500 pieces of student 
artwork were on display – one 
piece from every student at the 
school. 

The art program at the 
Mountain Avenue Elementary 
is funded entirely by PTA 
donations and is run by more 

than 60 docent volunteers who 
teach kindergarten through 
sixth grade lessons to students 
throughout the school year. 
Georgia O’Keefe-style flower 
paintings, Egyptian sarcophagus 
designs, Van Gogh textural 
paintings and prehistoric clan 
cave paintings were just some of 
the projects on display. 

The professional jazz duet of 
Steve Snyder and Chad Edwards 
played for attendees. It was 
their fourth year participating 
in the event. 

Submitted by Vicky REES

Students of Incarnation 
School in Glendale conducted 
a garden planting project in 
its campus on May 28 with 
assistance from the Glendale 
Community Development Dept. 
and the Committee for a Clean & 
Beautiful Glendale. The garden 
planting was at the site of a 
large tree the school lost during 
the November windstorms in 

2011. 
Through the valuable and 

persistent efforts of sixth grader 
Francesca Legaspi, the student 
council commissioner of Ecology, 
the City of Glendale agreed to 
provide soil, plants, flowers, 
vegetables, herbs and seeds 
along with three small raised 
garden beds as an extension to 
its 25th Annual Great American 

Clean Up celebration.  
Incarnation School’s science 

teacher Juana Salazar assisted 
in the garden planting and 
used the process to encourage 
and teach students to cultivate 
and maintain garden plants, a 
valuable lesson in sustainable 
living.  

Contributed by Sandra 
RODRIGUEZ

Mountain Avenue 
Celebrates the Arts 

Garden Planted at 
Incarnation

in association with California Contemporary Ballet 
creators of “The Snow Queen” ballet

Glendale Community
College Theater

1500 N. Verdugo Rd
Glendale, CA 91208

June 29th
at 7:30pm

June 30th
at 2:00pm

More Information & Tickets available at

CalBallet.com
or at Thumbelina.BrownPaperTickets.com
or call 818-583-7406

Aerin Holt presents

Great adventure 
for the

whole family!

A tiny girl goes on a BIG adventure. With set design
perfectly suited for a fairy, you don’t want to miss
this summertime ballet! 

WANT THE LATEST
COMMUNITY NEWS?

Sign up for our 
CV Weekly E-BLAST.

E-mail info@cvweekly.com 
to receive an e-mail with the 

latest community news.
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Adrine Oganyan
Clark Magnet HS

University of California, Los Angeles

Edgar Muradyan
Glendale HS

University of California, Irvine

Alonso Maturino
Clark Magnet HS

University of California, San Diego

Min Kim Tae
Crescenta Valley HS

Colby College

Emily Levin
Glendale HS

University of Southern California

Jacob Ksendzov
Crescenta Valley HS

University of California, Los Angeles

Tae Hwan Keum
Clark Magnet HS

University of California, Berkeley

Stanimira Kartalova
Clark Magnet HS

University of California, San Diego

Nasrin Jafari
Glendale HS

New York University

Mihran Hovannesyan
Hoover HS

University of California, Los Angeles

Isabel Hodgson
Hoover HS

Syracuse University

Alexis Hatch
Verdugo Academy

Carnegie Mellon University

Natalie Harmon
Glendale HS

Carnegie Mellon University

Porter Hansen
Crescenta Valley HS

Brigham Young University, Provo

Gabrielle Granados
Crescenta Valley HS

University of Southern California

Bradley Day
Glendale HS

University of California, San Diego

Lauren Hansen
Glendale HS

University of California, Davis

David Khachatrian
Clark Magnet HS

University of California, Los Angeles

Samantha Benedicto
Glendale HS

University of California, San Diego

Guy Burstein
Clark Magnet HS

Georgetown University

Shannen Moira Acedillo
Hoover HS

California Polytechnic University, Pomona

Richard Cho
Crescenta Valley HS
Harvard University

Erica Choi
Crescenta Valley HS

Vanderbilt University

Mane Avagyan
Glendale HS

University of California, Los Angeles

Andre Anderiasian
Glendale HS

University of California, San Diego

Emily Alcorace
Crescenta Valley HS
Purdue University

Anayenzi Acosta
Hoover HS

University of Southern California

The Glendale Unified School District salutes outstanding graduates of 2013.

Gohar Abrahamyan
Glendale HS

University of California, Berkeley

Vahan Keshishyan
Clark Magnet HS

University of California, San Diego

Jennie Nguyen
Glendale HS

University of California, San Diego

We wish you continued success in your future academic endeavors.

“Preparing our students for their future”
Serving Glendale & La Crescenta   |   223 N. Jackson Street, Glendale, CA 91206   |  818.241.3111   |   www.gusd.net

Glendale Adventist Medical Center

Where the 2 and 134 freeways meet
GlendaleAdventist.com • (818) 409-8100

EXPLORE LIFE
WITHOUT JOINT PAIN

FREE DINNER & EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR 

Get back to all your activities quicker!

Thursday, June 20
6PM - 8PM

Presenter: Michael Cann, MD, Orthopedic Surgeon

La Cañada Flintridge Country Club
5500 Godbey Dr., La Cañada Flintridge, CA 91011

GAMC invites you to learn about the latest surgical and non-surgical 
treatment options for joint pain as well as minimally invasive options 
such as MAKOplasty® for partial knee resurfacing.

Space is limited. Call (818) 409-8100 or visit
GlendaleAdventist.com/Ortho to register.

HEALTHCARE at a Higher Level

JOINT COMMISSION CERTIFIED
JOINT (HIP & KNEE) REPLACEMENT CENTER
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SPORTS
Falcons Start Life Without Springer

By Brandon HENSLEY

Last summer, the Crescenta 
Valley High School 
basketball program went 

through some growing pains when 
it played its first games without 
a core group of starters that had 
taken the team to the CIF Division 
1A semifinals.

This summer, it’s not the same, 
but it sort of is, if that makes sense.

The Falcons, who once again 
are coming off a CIF semifinal 
appearance in February, don’t have 
Pacific League co-MVP Cole Currie 
anymore – he graduated. They also 
don’t have versatile guard/forward 
Nick Springer – he’s transferring 
next year to Maranatha High 
School.

Life without Currie was to be 
expected, but the past month 
brought about the Springer news, 
and the program has had to adjust. 
Springer was, after all, going to be 
the key for a CV team that many 
media members thought could win 
league next year.

As it is, CV seems to be okay for 
now. The Falcons won their second 
game of a tournament at Crespi 
High School on Wednesday 57-
47 against Brentwood, improving 
their summer record to 3-2. They 
lost Tuesday’s tournament game to 
Royal High School 66-63.

“It’s hard for me because I want to 
be really good right now, but we’ve 

only played five games,” said Coach 
Shawn Zargarian, who lamented 
his team’s ball handling and defense 
against Royal.

He said Wednesday’s defense 
effort was much better. CV pulled 
away in the third quarter, scoring 
18 points and holding Brentwood to 
just eight.

“With a team that’s young and 
inexperienced, you want to make 
sure you’re getting better every 
game,” he said.

The Falcons are using a scheme 
where they will try to “shrink” the 
floor against opposing offenses, 
meaning more defenders will slide 
over to the ball to help the man 
guarding the ball. 

Last month, Zargarian said his 
team would try the change in part 
because of Springer leaving. A body 
like Springer’s – 6’4” with long arms 
– sure would be nice to have on the 
boards, though. 

CV’s summer roster is loaded 
with players you wouldn’t call “big,” 
save for center Eric Patten.

“Honestly, I haven’t really 
thought about it,” Zargarian said 
about losing Springer. “He was one 
person that could have done a lot, 
but now we have three or four guys 
that can do it.”

Offensively, it looks like it will 
be a three-man attack with junior 
point guard Berj Krikorian, Patten 
and Kevin Dinges, who was a 
transfer from Renaissance Academy 

and played on the Falcons’ junior 
varsity squad last year.

“He’s good. He’s really good … his 
skill set is really good,” Zargarian 
said.

Dinges is a starter this summer, 
and probably will be once the season 
gets going in the fall. On one play 
Wednesday, he received a pass 
from Patten on the baseline and 
drove in and finished a layup over 
two defenders. It was the sort play 
Springer used to make, but well, 
you get the picture.

Krikorian is looking to be more 

aggressive on offense. Through the 
first five games this summer, he’s 
looking for his shot more, and most 
importantly, is knocking it down. 
His first basket on Wednesday was 
a straight-on 3-pointer that was 
well behind the line. 

He simply would not have taken 
that shot last season, in part because 
there were others on the team that 
were better suited to do it.

 “We knew Berj could handle the 
ball,” Zargarian said. “He could get 
to the rim. We always questioned 
his shot-making ability.”

Zargarian said Krikorian has 
worked hard on his shot and is 
now someone defenders absolutely 
have to pay attention to. Krikorian 
unofficially recorded 13 points 
on Wednesday. Junior Tadeh 
Taverdians also knocked down 
several long-range shots that 
pleased Zargarian.

CV plays today at 5:15 p.m. at 
Burbank High School, and Friday 
through Sunday at Chaminade 
High School in another tournament. 
For the full schedule, visit the boys’ 
basketball link at cvhsfalcons.com.

Varsity newcomer Kevin Dinges get fouled as he goes up for a shot Wednesday against Brentwood High School.

M a s s a g e E n v y . c o m

give  the  g ift  of  WeLLNess .

Ask us how to give Dad powerful pain relief. 
Upgrade his massage session for just $12* more. 

The massage Envy gift card. 
For , Father’s Day never felt better.

*Va l id  on member and f i rs t  t ime guest  rates .  Rates and serv ices may var y  by locat ion .  ©2011  Massage Envy Franch is ing ,  LLC .

(818) 246-ENVY (3689)

CONVENIENT HOURS. OPEN 7 DAYS: M-F 8AM-10PM, SAT 8AM-10PM, SUN 8AM-10PM | FRANCHISES AVAILABLE

GLENDALE
333 North Brand Boulevard

between California & Lexington
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3 ON 3 on Saturday
By Mary O’KEEFE

Whether or not you are a basketball star, the 
Crescenta Valley Youth Town Council wants you 
to show you BB skills at Verdugo Hills YMCA on 
Saturday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

The first CVYTC “3 On 3” was an idea first brought 
to the council by member Owen Solis. 

“We wanted to do something to [reach out] to the 
community,” said Ben Campos, CVYTC member. 
“Owen came up with this basketball tournament.”

The idea was launched but finding a location to host 
the event was not that easy.

“Then at one of our council meetings Mark Yeager 
asked us what he could do to help,” Campos said. 

Yeager is the chaplain at the Cañada-Crescenta 
YMCA. The council members told him of their 
tournament idea and he went to work securing the 
Verdugo Hills facility.

“If it wasn’t for him, I don’t know what we would 
have done,” he added. 

The CVYTC is an elected council that is voted on 
by the students’ peers. The ages for the council range 
from 13 to 18. The council is in its second year and was 
formed to be a voice for kids in the community. They 
have sponsored two college fairs and have partnered 
with the Fire House youth center, Prom Plus Club and 
Los Angeles County Parks and Recreation on several 
projects. 

Anyone from 10 to 18 years old can participate in 
Saturday’s tournament. Funds will go to support the 
YMCA and the CVYTC. There is still time to preregister 
for the basketball tournament. Preregistration is $10 
per team. The forms can be found at www.thecvcouncil.
com or blank forms are also found at the Fire House, 
2563 Foothill Blvd. The forms are located near the 
front door of the youth center. Participants are asked 
to register and return forms to the folder at the Fire 
House. Do not include any money for the registration. 
The Fire House preregistration cost will be collected 
the day of the tournament. Registration the day of the 
event is $15. Basketballs and pinnies will be provided. 
For more information contact the CVYTC on Facebook 
or email cvyouthtowncouncil@gmail.com.

Rosemont Athletes Enjoy 
Successful Year

By Brandon HENSLEY

Hail to the Spartans. For those living 
in the Crescenta Valley, those might be 
fighting words considering La Cañada 
High School sits just several miles over 
to the east.

But we’re not talking about those 
Spartans, rather the ones who suited 
up for Rosemont Middle School. And 
for those middle school athletes, it was 
quite a successful 2012-13 season.

Rosemont wrapped up its sports 
season last month with the Spartans’ 
flag football team defeating Toll Middle 
School 13-12. Led by Coach James 
Mustain, quarterback Tyler Hill and 
running back Austin Lee, Rosemont 
finished the year 5-1 and won the league 
championship.

The league is comprised of middle 
schools Rosemont, Toll, Wilson and 
Roosevelt, with each team playing each 
other twice. 

Flag football wasn’t the only sport the 
Spartans excelled in, though. During 
basketball season, both the girls’ and 
boys’ teams went undefeated (6-0) and 
won league.

“We played very well against 
Roosevelt and against Toll. We didn’t 
have any problems with them,” said 
boys’ Coach Brent Ballard. “But against 
Wilson, the first time we played them 
we won by, I think, 10 or 12 (points). 
The final game of the year at Wilson was 
tight. It came down to the wire.”

Ballard and assistant coach Michael 
Kachingwe guided the team to its second 
straight title. The teams competed in 
gyms that were small, but full and 
loud, something mostly reserved for the 

varsity level in high school.
“It was great for the boys,” Ballard 

said. “They worked really hard during 
the season. The special thing about this 
group, they’re a real good team. I think 
if you look at their stats, we probably 
had a different leading scorer each 
game.”

Ballard said the keys to success were 
a tough man-to-man defense, and a fast 
break philosophy on offense.

Currently, both Ballard and 
Kachingwe’s sons, Trey and Kudzai, as 
well as players Journey Shank, Max 
Meyer, Tyler Hill, David Heckmann 
and Jonathan Han are getting time on 
the JV squad at Crescenta Valley High 
School.

The champion girls team was coached 
by John Kwan and Norm Baun.

The nine-on-nine co-ed soccer team 
ended the second half of the season 
3-0 to finish 4-1-1 overall. The team 
finished second in league behind Toll, 
and was led by Coach Iain Blackwood. 
The group featured a mixture of players 
from the local AYSO team and some 
players from other club teams.

In cross country, the runners had 
their day at the annual Run4Fun, put 
on by LA84 Foundation (the Olympics 
were held in Los Angeles in 1984). 

The fun run program is for middle 
schoolers and goes from October to 
December. During that training 
period, there are timed competition 
interspersed every couple of weeks.

During the actual event, kids run 
1.25 miles in separate age and gender 
races. The Rosemont runners did well, 
making Coach Doug Laing proud.

The Spartans’ 12-year-old boys team 

took second place. Logan Neil was the 
first place finisher in the race.

“It’s noteworthy because he’s running 
against a couple hundred 12-year-olds,” 
Laing said.

Three other teams took third overall. 
Collin Fitzgerald, Logan Neil, Henry 
Mencia and Caitlyn Couch were all top 
five finishers in their age/gender races.

The cross country program also allows 
sixth graders from other schools to 
compete, making it the only Rosemont 
sport to do so.

“It’s great for them because they get 
to see Rosemont,” Laing said. “They get 
to see what it’s like there and expose 
them to it.”

This was Laing’s third year coaching 
the team, and despite not being sure if 
he’ll return, he enjoys doing it.

“You can push them,” he said of 
the kids, “and they pick goals for 
themselves, so it’s kind of nice to see 
that. Some of them screw around, 
but it’s nice to see the ones who are 
committed and have great results.”

Along with Laing, both Ballard and 
Kachingwe will also most likely be out 
as coaches next year.

“Our sons graduated from Rosemont. 
I think we’ll be watching them in high 
school now and give someone else an 
opportunity,” Ballard said.

That means volunteer positions could 
be open for coaching, and the school 
has said it is looking for volunteers 
to help out in other positions to help 
maintain Rosemont’s ever-rising status 
as a sports school. 

For those interested, email Roger 
Sondergaard at rsondergaard@gusd.
net.

© 2010 HRG

1551 E. Chevy Chase Drive
Glendale, CA 91206

Spring Into a Gracious 
Retirement Lifestyle at

Nestled in the Verdugo Hills, with a beautiful courtyard 
and colorful landscaping, Scholl Canyon Estates 
offers a glorious display for the senses in the spring. 
Even more beautiful on the inside, Scholl Canyon 
Estates provides seniors an affordable monthly rent 
with no buy-in fees or leases. All utilities except phone 
are included, and we’ll take care of the cooking, 
weekly housekeeping, and local transportation. 

We would love to have you as a guest in our home.
Visit us soon for a personal tour, and enjoy a delicious 
complimentary meal. It’s the best way to experience 
our gracious retirement lifestyle fi rsthand.

Call now to arrange your visit! 
818-951-3830
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T-Ball Team Ends 
Season as Champs

The T-Ball team Wood, Weisinger, Sacdalan & Associates (WWSA) capped off an 
undefeated season with a championship victory on May 30 against CVI. Through 
the guidance of manager Kevin Deitch, and assistant coaches Bobby Mucic and 
Sean Toro, WWSA (14-0 in the regular season) won the championship and took 
home the trophy.  Four of the players were named to the All-Star team: Holden 
Deitch, Jackson Greninger, Jake Mucic, and Ethan Toro. Those boys helped their 
team win that game as well, and Deitch was also the manager.

MEETING LOC ATIONS:

Thursday, June 13, 2013
7:00 pm – 8:30 pm

Boy Scouts of America
1325 Grandview Ave., 91201

Wednesday, June 26, 2013
7:00 pm – 8:30 pm

Glendale Youth Center
211 W. Chestnut St., Suite 302, 91204

Thursday, June 27, 2013
7:00 pm – 8:30 pm

Pacific Edison Community Center
501 S. Pacific Ave., 91204

For the most up to date meeting and proposed rate increase 
information always visit www.GlendaleWaterAndPower.com and 
click on the tab labeled “Rates” at the top of the page. Meeting 
locations, dates and or times are subject to change at any time. 
We advise you to call ahead or check our website for changes. 
Please call (818) 548-4828.

If you can’t attend any of the community meetings you can still 
ask a question. We will post your question anonymously with our 
answer on our website’s Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page. 
Email your question to GWPratequestion@ci.glendale.ca.us.

Scan the QR code
below to link directly
to our Google Maps
page that contains
all community 
meeting information. 

Join us for Coffee with GWP for informal
discussions on  the proposed electric rate increase.

Saturday, June 15  12-2 pm
Maple Park

820 E. Maple Ave.
or

Saturday, June 22  12-2 pm
Wilson Ave Mini Park

1101 E. Wilson Ave
Our customer service staff will be present to assist

customers with our rate calculator.
Please bring your GWP bill.

Proposed Electric
Rate Increase
Community Meetings

J’s Maintenance and J’s Maids, serving the community since 1969.

Visit Us At 3550 Foothill Blvd., La Crescenta

818.248.2001  ww.JsMaids.com

CV Fireworks 

La Crescenta Elementary
Thursday, July 4th
Event starts at 4 pm

Fireworks at around 9 pm
Carnival rides, food trucks

and live music all day.
Buy your tickets for $7 prior to the event

to save $3/ticket.

 www.CVFireworks.com

2012
WeeklyCV

2012
WeeklyCV

J’s Maids is
Proud to Support
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By Natalie MAIER

More than 100 bicycle 
riders participated 
in the First Annual 

Jewel City Fun & Fitness Ride 
at Verdugo Park, organized by 
the Rotary Club of Glendale 
and Walk Bike Glendale on May 
19. The event featured three 
activities, including a relaxing 
seven mile bike ride through 
Verdugo and Fremont parks, 
bicycle safety training that was 
offered for children, and the “gear 
grinder,” a grueling 33-mile ride 
for experienced riders through 
Verdugo Park and Deukmejian 
Wilderness Park, a mountainous 
terrain with elevation up to 
2,600 feet. Teams taking part 
included the Poodle Riders, Team 
Ascencia, Team SVHS, Braces by 
Bergh, Woodlanders and Team.

Over $15,000 was raised 
with the proceeds going to help 
low income/homeless adults 
and children through the non-
profit organizations of Ascencia, 
Glendale Salvation Army and 
Glendale Healthy Kids.

Rotary Board member 

Elizabeth Manasserian 
considered the fitness ride to be 
a “definite” success and said that 
the club plans on organizing it 
again next year.  

“A lot of energy [was at the 
fitness ride], a lot of goodness,” 
Manasserian said. “Everyone 
was having fun.”

Food vendors included Deano’s 
Deli and Hungry Nomad.

Sponsors of the Jewel 
City Ride included Glendale 
Adventist Hospital; Bache 
Capital Management; the 
Armenian American Chamber 
of Commerce; Arroyo Insurance 
Services; Braces by Bergh; 
Cal Devnich, DDS; Park Place 
Properties, Inc.; Sadd, Velazquez, 
Higashi, Shammaa; and media 
sponsor ABC7. Individual 
sponsors included Larry Tison, 
Gerry Tomsic and Ty Veden.

Rotary president-elect Natalie 
Komuro was pleased with the 
number of participants. 

“As our first [bike] event, we 
were really pleased how well 
[it] came off and we were able to 
raise so much money,” Komuro 
said. “We were able to create 

what we hope will be a growing 
and thriving annual event.”

The Glendale Noon Rotary 
Club was founded in 1922 and has 
since served the local community 
by fighting to end poverty and 
hunger while promoting peace 
and health. Rotary International 
and has over 1.25 million 
members in over 34,000 clubs 
worldwide who are dedicated to. 
Rotary Club of Glendale meets 
every Thursday at noon. For 
more information, visit http://
www.glendalerotarynoon.org/.

Walk Bike Glendale is a 
regional chapter of Los Angeles 
County Bicycle Coalition and 
meets monthly. For more 
information, visit http://
walkbikeglendale.wordpress.
com/.
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HMRI Awarded U.S. Army Grant for Mild 
Traumatic Brain Injury Research

Reichgelt Granted 
Honorary Status

The U.S. Army has awarded a 
three-year, $2.7 million grant for 
mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) 
research to Huntington Medical 

Research Institutes (HMRI). The
Molecular Neurology Program 

directed by Dr. Michael 
Harrington, Magnetic Resonance 

Spectroscopy Program directed 
by Dr. Brian Ross, and the 
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
Laboratory, will collaborate on this 
research project.

Walter Reed National Military 
Medical Center and Huntington 
Hospital’s Emergency Medicine 
Dept. will participate with HMRI 
in this important study that 
was slated to start in May. Capt. 
Warren Merrifield of Walter Reed 
will play a key role in the project 
as a principal investigator. Prior 
to his career with the U.S. Army, 
Merrifield was an MEG investigator 
at HMRI. Dr. Robert Goldweber 
will serve as investigator on behalf 
of Huntington Hospital.

Definitive diagnosis of mTBI 
and development of effective 
treatments for combat-related 
mTBI are of growing interest to the 
military. Labeled the “signature 

injury” of Operation Enduring 
Freedom and Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, many of the mTBIs 
are the result of exposure to an 
Improvised Explosive Device 
(IED).  These blast-related injuries 
usually involve being struck by 
a blunt object, or injury from the 
subsequent fall or motor vehicle 
crash.  

Since there is little clinical 
difference between blast- and 
impact-induced mTBI, the design 
of the study will focus on impact-
related injuries immediately after 
the event. The study will involve 
200 civilian volunteers selected 
through the Emergency Medicine 
Dept. of Huntington Hospital 
following treatment for mTBI, 
as well as non-head injuries as a 
control group.

The research study will gather 
data to understand how the 

brain functions after a mTBI. 
Assessments in the study will 
include anatomical and functional 
brain-mapping techniques, 
neurocognitive performance 
(computer-based tests), balance 
testing and levels of biomarkers 
(blood protein levels).

The incidence of mTBI in 
the private sector has gained 
more attention in recent years. 
The National Football League, 
National Hockey League and other 
sports organizations are in need 
of better neurocognitive protocols 
to assess athletes.  Scientists 
with HMRI anticipate that data 
gathered from this research will 
benefit not only military medicine, 
but provide new medical models in 
sports medicine and other mTBI 
accidents, including falls among 
older people.

Evelyn Reichgelt, of Dilbeck 
Real Estate Real Living, 
Glendale, was recently granted 
honorary member-for-life status 
at the CAR board of directors 
meeting that was held in 
Sacramento on May 3 and May 
4. This status is reserved for 
those Realtors who have been 
an uninterrupted member of 
an association for 25 years and 
reach a certain age. 

For those who have earned 
this status, state association 
dues shall be deemed paid in full 

for life (commencing the year 
following approval). The honorary 
member-for-life shall be entitled 
to all rights and privileges of 
state association membership 
accorded to all members.

Shannon Cistulli, branch 
manager, at the Dilbeck Glendale 
office said, “Thank you, Evelyn, 
for your service and dedication as 
a Realtor for over 25 years.” 

More information on Evelyn 
Reichgelt can be reached at 
Dilbeck Realtors Real Living 
Glendale office at (818) 409-1014.

The First Annual Jewel City 
Fun & Fitness Ride was a 
success for the Rotary Club 
of Glendale and Walk Bike 
Glendale. Over 100 riders 
participated and over $15,000 
was raised. 

Photos courtesy of Rotary Club of 
Glendale. 
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GAMC Receives Award
Glendale Adventist Medical Center 

received the American Heart Association/
American Stroke Association’s Get With 
The Guidelines®-Stroke Gold Plus 
Quality Achievement Award. The award 
recognizes Glendale Adventist Medical 
Center’s commitment and success in 
implementing excellent care for stroke 
patients, according to evidence-based 
guidelines.

To receive the award, the center 
achieved 85% or higher adherence to all 
Get With The Guidelines-Stroke Quality 
Achievement indicators for two or more 
consecutive 12-month intervals and 
achieved 75% or higher compliance with 
six of 10 Get With The Guidelines-Stroke 
Quality Measures, which are reporting 
initiatives to measure quality of care.  

 These measures include aggressive use 
of medications, such as antithrombotics, 
anticoagulation therapy, deep vein 
thrombosis prophylaxis, cholesterol 
reducing drugs and smoking cessation, 
all aimed at reducing death and 
disability and improving the lives of 

stroke patients.      
In addition to the Get With The 

Guideline-Stroke Award, GAMC also 
was recognized as a recipient of the 
association’s Target: Stroke Honor Roll 
for improving stroke care. Over the past 
quarter, at least 50% of the hospital’s 
eligible ischemic stroke patients have 
received tissue plasminogen activator, or 
tPA, within 60 minutes of arriving at the 
hospital (known as ‘door-to-needle’ time). 
A thrombolytic, or clot-busting agent, 
tPA is the only drug approved by the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration for 
the urgent treatment of ischemic stroke. 
If given intravenously in the first three 
hours after the start of stroke symptoms, 
tPA has been shown to significantly 
reverse the effects of stroke and reduce 
permanent disability.

Glendale Adventist Medical Center is 
the only hospital in Los Angeles County 
to be certified as a stroke and chest pain 
center.  

For more information, visit http://
www.glendaleadventist.com/neuro.

On May 14, Troop 1761 got a tour of Rockhaven Sanitarium and learned 
about architecture, local history and strong businesswoman Agnes 
Richards who created this place of rest for women by women.
The tour was conducted by Friends of Rockhaven.

CV Weekly loves to travel! Take us along on your next trip and send 
us a photo. You may find yourselves on the pages of the community’s 

favorite newspaper.

CV Weekly On The Move!!

Everything you need to look and feel your best.

NOW, THE BEST
SELF-DEFENSE FOR

GROWN UPS!

Wing Chun Kung-Fu
Where self-defense

becomes second nature

Mornings in La Cañada
Call Sifu Alan Lamb
818-841-4430

E

www.ellebellaspa.com
2946 Foothill Blvd.  l  La Crescenta

818.249.9667

$10 Off Facial with Dermalogica 
products  Reg. $60

$10 Off Hot Stone Body Massage Reg. $60

Only $24 Manicure, Hot Stone Pedicure, 
Free Sea Salt Scrub ($2 off for high school students)

$30 Brazilian Bikini Wax  Reg. $35

NEW CLIENT SPECIALS
OPEN 7 DAYS
M-S 9:30-7 SUN 10-5

BOOT CAMP
E   TREMEX

®

LINDA TAIX, Founder
1424 Foothill Blvd. • La Canada
(818) 790-2770
www.extremebootcamp.com

MAKE IT YOUR HEALTHIEST
SUMMER YET!  SIGN UP TODAY

“I thought that I would
never paint again because
of my arm pain.”     Liliane

Get Your Life Back
at Standing Tall Chiropractic

Dr. Dale Ellwein
Standing Tall Chiropractic
3436 N. Verdugo Rd, Suite 250
Glendale, CA 91208

                               818-249-9355
Call Today for Our $27 New Patient Special
and Get Your Life Back!

Dr. Dale Ellwein
Standing Tall Chiropractic
3436 N. Verdugo Rd, Suite 250
Glendale, CA 91208

                               818-249-9355
Call Today for Our $27 New Patient Special
and Get Your Life Back!

“I thought that I would
never paint again because
of my arm pain.”     Liliane

Get Your Life Back
at Standing Tall Chiropractic

LOSE FAT FAST!
BUILD STRENGTH!

GAIN CONFIDENCE!
FEEL GREAT & LOOK AWESOME!

TEEN SPORT PERFORMANCE
TRAINING AVAILABLE!

IT’S MORE THAN
FITNESS!

MOVE
SMART

EAT RIGHT & 
LIVE WELL

IT’S MORE THAN
FITNESS!

814 Foothill Blvd., La Canada Flintridge

818.952.3333
www.thetrainingcenterlc.com

See
Our Deal On

Groupon

It’s the HOTTEST time of year!
BBQs, bonfires, sun and 

summer fun!
Quite simply, Extreme Boot Camp® is the toughest 
extreme fitness workout you’ll ever LOVE!   We were 

founded with a primary mission: To help you achieve the 
ultimate positive changes in your body, health, and spirit.

Our mission at Extreme Boot Camp® is to bring a 
unique style of physical fitness workouts to individuals 
of all levels by providing an exciting military fitness boot 
camp atmosphere with discipline and structure. Through 

teamwork and camaraderie… Get in SHAPE this summer!
Let our Extreme Team get you in the best shape of your 

life. Achieve that swimsuit-ready shape.  NO MORE 
EXCUSES!! Don’t get side-tracked by the pool parties, 

barbecues, and vacations. Take CHARGE and stay 
COMMITTED to your health by LOOKING GOOD and 

FEELING GREAT!

 Call TODAY to enlist in the Award Winning 
Extreme Boot Camp, (818) 790-2770!

To advertise in our Wellness & Style section, call 818.248.2740

Family Massage Therapy
Sports Massage  –  Trigger Point Therapy  –  Deep Tissue

Pregnancy Massage  –  EFT

Specializing in Pain Management
Gentle techniques that can reduce pain, increase circulation, 

improve range of motion, increase strength, mobility and more.

SPECIAL OFFER½ price first visit (call for info)

We come to you - home or office.
Fully clothed or full body massage using 

chair, table or bed.

Mark Warner, Sr. Therapist
California Massage Therapy Council Certification #17504

20 years experience
Day – Evening – Weekend appointments available.

Visa – MasterCard – Am Express – and Discover accepted
(818) 415-6185

Wellness Style & 



‘Man of Steel’ Offers Little 
Crackle but Lots of Pop

Salastina Society 
Presents Britten and 

Friends at Thayer HallBy Susan JAMES

Nearly everyone on 
planet Earth knows 
the history of a man 

called Super.  Child of alien 
parents, shipped into space to 
save him from certain death 
on his home world of Krypton, 
pint-sized refuge at a Kansas 
farm whose owners raise 
him as their own.  Given the 
familiarity of the story it isn’t 
surprising that to freshen it 
up writer David S. Goyer and 
director Zack Snyder have 
tinkered with the details.  But 
their tweaks to a well-known 
tale stop at the fringes and 
that’s the trouble.  Expecting 
everyone to already know 
what’s going on, they’ve decided 
to spend their time and money 
on CGI battle scenes that take 
up most of the nearly 2½ hours 
of running time.

Tapped to play the iconic role 
of Cal-El/Clark Kent, British 
actor Henry Cavill is big 
enough and imposing enough 
to fill the super suit and not 
look silly.  But his chiseled jaw 
and steely gaze lacks any kind 
of emotional depth.  Having 
a hologram of your biological 
father tell you in a general way 
that you were sent to Earth to 
save it, a message constantly 
echoed by your foster father, 
doesn’t really give you much to 
go on.  A long shot of Cal/Clark 
posed in church in front of a 
stained glass window of Jesus 
is just one too many metaphors. 

Diane Lane plays Cal/
Clark’s foster mother and 
her performance is the most 
grounded in the film.  When 
he is with her, her foster son 
seems like someone we’d like to 
get to know.  As Lois Lane, Amy 
Adams plays the all-American 

girl-next-door and it’s hard not 
to compare her to Gwyneth 
Paltrow’s all-American Pepper 
Potts in the ‘Iron Man’ series.  
Unfortunately this Lois wears 
blandness like a beige cloak.  
Wouldn’t it be nice if for once 
the superhero’s all-American 
girl looked like Lucy Liu or 
Archie Panjabi or Tamara 
Taylor?

The film opens with an 
intense sequence of scenes on 
Krypton showing Lara (Ayelet 
Zurer) giving birth to baby Cal 
and Jor-El (Russell Crowe) 
doing battle with General 
Zod as their planet is about 
to implode.  An interesting 
casting choice was made in 
Michael Shannon as Zod.  A 
doppelganger for Joaquin 
Phoenix, his scenes with Crowe 
have the effect of re-creating 
key scenes from ‘Gladiator’.  
When the prison ship carrying 
the evil general and his killer 
crew shows up on Earth to 
capture Cal and Krypton-form 
the planet for their new home, 

the results are never in doubt.  
So the director and CGI guys 
have lavished their attention 
on the resulting battle scenes 
that seem to go on forever.

If you like minimal storylines, 
pared down interaction and 
endless explosions, you’ll 
love this new entry in the 
superheroes sweepstakes.  But 
in  between battles when Cal/
Clark and Zod fight it out to the 
death, you might find yourself 
wondering why the corn in 
Kansas, despite the season, is 
always as high as an elephant’s 
eye, or ask yourself why every 
school kid in the state is an 
insufferable bully or ponder on 
why the heck Kevin Costner 
looks 100 years old?  The end 
of the movie positions a mild-
mannered reporter at a great 
metropolitan newspaper under 
the command of legendary 
editor Perry White (Laurence 
Fishburne).  And the real story 
begins -- maybe.  See you at the 
movies!

By Ted AYALA

Estranged from the 
majority of the traditional 
listening audience that 
found itself unable or 
unwilling to comprehend 
their pioneering work in 
charting new possibilities of 
musical expression – often 
questioning the very notions 
of silence, sound, and music 
itself – the path that many 
of the 20th century’s avant-
garde composers walked could 
sometimes be a very lonely 
one. (See Giacinto Scelsi.) 
That solitude bred among a 
number of these composers 
a need to find support from 
those who shared their ideals 
– solidarity with their own 
kind.  There’s the “Second 
Viennese School,” the post-
war “Darmstadt School” which 
shaped the course of a kind of 
highly organized, maximalist 
musical modernism that surged 
in the 1950s and 1960s. A little 
later and a little different 
were the New York based 
“minimalists”: shunned and 
mocked at first, now perhaps 
part of the dominant strain in 
contemporary American music.

The reaction against this 
modernism was widespread. 
It was also more diffuse – an 
important detail. Unlike their 
avant-garde rivals, there was 
no real structured, systematic 
opposition; certainly it lacked 
a bit of charisma. There was, 
instead, a faint recognition 
of kinship. In many ways 
Benjamin Britten, if not a 
leader in this movement 
(there would have been no 
movement to lead anyway), 
was, as the Salastina Society 
demonstrated in its program 
on Sunday, a nexus for the 
partisans of tonality.

A significant part of that 

alternate 20th century – a 
20th century musical ethos 
that was grounded in the belief 
that classical forms were not 
only viable but were destined 
to endure – crossed the path of 
the English composer. 

Dmitri Shostakovich, who 
was represented in his early 
“Two Pieces for String Octet, 
Op. 11” late in life, became an 
intense admirer of Britten’s 
work. He dedicated his 
“Symphony No. 14, Op. 135” to 
Britten (the Englishman would 
reciprocate by dedicating 
his “The Prodigal Son” to 
the Russian) and invited 
Britten and his life partner 
Peter Pears to stay at his 
family dacha while the pair 
visited the Soviet Union. Like 
Britten, Shostakovich sought 
to reconcile traditional forms 
with contemporary expression. 
Unlike Britten, however, 
Shostakovich in his youth was 
briefly under the spell of the 
Western modernism espoused 
by the likes of Paul Hindemith, 
Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Berg 
and especially Ernst Krenek. 

With each of its two 
movements respectively falling 
immediately before and after 
his epochal “Symphony No. 1, 
Op. 10,” the “Two Pieces” is a 
Janus-faced work. The opening 
“Prelude” represents some of 
the last gasps of Shostakovich’s 
juvenile style, its roots 
in Tchaikovsky, Rimsky-
Korsakoff, and –  surprising 
given his later intense disdain 
for the composer – Scriabin, 
though its impassioned solo 
violin is already distinctively 
Shostakovichian. (Incidentally, 
the recurring drooping 
intervals heard in the cello 
reappeared virtually intact 
nearly 50 years later in the 
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Then » Since 1955, the property at 2460 Honolulu Ave. had been 
occupied by a Ford dealership, most of that time as Hauter Ford. Besides 
the car lot and showroom, the site included a service shop, body shop 
and parts counter. After a couple of name changes, they finally went out 
of business in 2003, leaving the site as a city owned parking lot.

Now » In 2011, Trader Joe’s market moved from its popular store on 
Foothill Boulevard to this even more popular new store site. It is so 
popular, in fact, that parking and traffic around the store are a huge 
problem. The new building looks great, though, and fits the architectural 
ambience of Montrose nicely.

Then & now |  Trader Joe’s Courtesy of the Historical Society of CV

see SALASTINA on next page

Photo Courtesy Warner Bros. 
Henry Cavill in the Man of Steel.
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DiningDelights

Got 
Good 
Food?

Call 
818.248.2740 
for advertising 
information.

composer’s final string quartet.) 
On the other hand, the frantic 

fugato of the “Scherzo” bristles 
with the kind of newly won 
freedom the composer must 
have felt upon completion of his 
conservatory studies. It’s harsh 
music, intensely dissonant, 
forged in steel.

The civilized composure of the 
two works by Aaron Copland 
and Frank Bridge that followed 
were each in different ways and 
despite themselves reflections of 
disillusionment in the modernist 
dream. For Copland, in his late 
1920s “Two Pieces for String 
Quartet,” it was the pursuit 
of an ideal that ultimately 
proved to be a dead-end for the 
composer. In Bridge’s charming 
and witty “Cherry Ripe,” it was 
the unspoken pallor cast by the 
mechanized horror of World War 
I that was underway during the 
piece’s composition that gave 
it a sense of poignancy likely 
unimagined at the time by the 
composer, whose work post-war 
would turn darker, more austere, 
even misanthropic.

The program’s center of gravity 

was Britten’s setting of Arthur 
Rimbaud’s “Les Illuminations,” 
a work that at once expresses 
clear-eyed disenchantment with 
the world as well as a young 
man’s arrogance that he is at the 
center of it.

Concluding its third season, 
the Salastina Society’s concert 
at the Colburn School of Music’s 
Thayer Hall was yet another 
harvest from the bumper crop 
of world-class chamber music 
that Southern California has 
been enjoying in recent years. 
Its program wasn’t merely a 
potpourri or an omnibus of 
various odds and ends that were 
made to fit together. Genuine 
care and thought was clearly put 
into assembling these works into 
a context that illuminated facets 
of them that are often overlooked, 
how across continents and 
decades they were woven from 
the same thread that formed 
the zeitgeist from which they 
originated.

No less care was lavished on 
the performances themselves; 
each of the musicians on stage 
formidable solo artists in their 

own right. Their unanimity of 
tone, elegant phrasing, deep 
expressiveness, and bristling 
energy had to be heard to be 
believed. The virtuosity of 
the ensemble as heard in the 
texturally complex works by 
Shostakovich and Britten was 
fearless, elucidating each strand 
in the musical argument with 
enviable aplomb. Adrienne 
Pardee, the soprano soloist in 
the Britten, was fully up to the 
demands of the score, deftly 
navigating its heady brew of 
swagger, acidulous irony, and 
urban solitude with her own 
remarkable sense of control and 

word-painting.
The name of the Salastina 

Society may not be known even 
to some of the region’s hard-
core chamber music buffs. It’s 
one of Southern California’s 
best-kept musical secrets – but 
extraordinary performances 
such as Sunday’s will assure it 
a lasting fame well beyond the 
Golden State’s borders.

www.dreamdinners.com

Intro Offer –
$75 for 18 servings

On Pennsylvania,
just south of the 210 fwy.

~ Take-Away Dinners ~

DAILY
SPECIALS

SPECIAL
PROMOS

Menu Available Now On Our Website!

9 T H   A N N I V E R S A R Y   C E L E B R AT I O N S

Buy One Take-Away Dinner,
Get 2nd at 50% OFF.

Expires June 29th, 2013 (Must order at least one day in advance)
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Six, twelve and twenty-four packs available
Mix and match any of our flavors

~ We Deliver ~
www.HeartofTartlets.com

818-299-7882
All CV Weekly Readers Receive 20% Off*

*2 dozen minimum order

A tart you can bring home to Mother

Make your Dad feel like

Royalty

Heart of Tartlets

Buy One Entree, 
Get One FREE

With
Purchase of 
2 Beverages

(up to an $8.00 Value)
not valid with any other offer

Expires 7/4/13

ATWATER VILLAGE  
Located in the Costco Shopping Center 

2921 Los Feliz Blvd  
(323) 284-6312

Open for Breakfast on
Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m.

Featuring traditional favorites including
pancakes, French toast, waffles, omelets, and much, much more!

Did you know we’re open for Breakfast?
Come in and check out our delicious menu.

Welcome to Dream 
Dinners where we provide 
all the ingredients for you to 
create meals for your family 
and take the guesswork out 
of it! You select different 
meals every month and 
then customize them to 
your family’s tastes. What 
is better than providing 
homemade dinners to your 
family quickly and without 
much labor or thought? 
Simply pre-assemble your 
dinners for the month in 
our store, and then cook 
at home using our simple 
instructions. No more 
stressing about creating a 
wholesome meal for your 
family and worrying about 
the variety, time and thought 
that needs to go into it. No 
more relying on pre-made 
meals from the grocery 
store that may be high in 
undesirable ingredients. 

Try Dream Dinners – 
great recipes where we allow 
you to deliver a homemade 
meal easily. We are the 
dinner-time solution you 
will learn you cannot live 
without!

Call Lissa at Dream 
Dinners in La Crescenta 
at (818) 957-1499 or 
visit crescentavalleyca@
dreamdinners.com to 
schedule your session today. 
Dream Dinners is located at 
4121 Pennsylvania Ave.

How frequently do 
you ask the question, 
“What’s for dinner?”

June 
13th
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SALASTINA from previous page
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CVWEEKLY.COM 

for additional 
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A ARIES March 21 - April 19
You start the week with a lighthearted and 
playful spirit, but there could be a tense 
aspect surrounding certain issues. There 
are plenty of options for discussion, doing 
business, and making new and lucrative 
connections, but someone you meet or 
work with might want to take control, 
putting you in a spin, especially early in the 
week when sensitive feelings could cause 
upset. Later, the pleasure principle may 
guide you to have fun with friends, or you 
might prefer do your own thing.

B TAURUS April 20 - May 20
Trust your intuition because friends and 
colleagues will appreciate your sensitivity. 
A brand new idea or direction that takes 
hold could lift your spirits. Don’t be afraid 
to try something different. You might find 
that good luck or the kindness of others 
gives you all the courage you need. There is 
a possibility of an upset earlier in the week, 
but you may be able to turn the situation 
around with smart thinking. There could be 
a renewed motivation to get a relationship 
into a better place. 

C GEMINI May 21 - June 20
Social influences could pique your interest 
in getting out and doing something 
different. It’s a great week for a gathering of 
friends and some fun times out and about. 
Try not to worry about it if an authority 
figure seems to spoil a financial plan or 
spending spree. A friend’s advice may be 
worth more than its weight in gold when a 
friendly tip puts everything in perspective. 
You might have a few responsibilities or 
secrets to attend to - the sooner the better!

 CANCER June 21 - July 22
Someone new in your life could change 
the game plan. If you aren’t involved with 
a partner, invite someone over for a meal 
or drink, or call up a friend. However, 
you might not be pleased if a partner or 
someone else goes on a power trip and 
demands you go along with their plans. 
You may need to be very diplomatic in 
order to avoid a scene. You’re moving 
through a phase in which it would help 
to slow down and take stock of your 
priorities.

 E LEO July 23 - August 22
Where there’s a will there’s a way, and 
this week certainly has a social aspect to 
it. You seem to be brimming with positive 
energy and happy thoughts. Relationships 
may grow stronger if you communicate 
with total honesty. Be careful you don’t 
ruffle someone’s feathers at work if a 
relationship needs careful handling. The 
desire to kick back and relax could conflict 
with an urge to move outside your comfort 
zone and explore new options. Maybe you 
can find a compromise.
 
F VIRGO August 23 - Sept. 22
Share a new idea with colleagues or fellow 
professionals and someone might think 
you’re brilliant. Your thoughtful nature 
might want to help everyone out this week, 
and you have loving and compassionate 
feelings for others. By all means be 
kind, but don’t make a sacrifice if it isn’t 
really going to help or you could end up 
feeling resentful. Good friendships and 
stimulating company leave you with happy 
feelings. A health problem may be on your 
mind, so take it easy.

G  LIBRA Sept. 23 - Oct. 22
This week you’re in charge and you 
know what you want to do, so tackle any 
challenges with confidence. The world 
seems to be your oyster, so gather your 
resources, be shrewd in your dealings, 
and pursue your goals with determination. 
You seem to have plenty of ideas in the 
works now. If any involve savvy financial 
planning, you could make decisions that 
help you get ahead. A desire to get away 
from it all might encourage you to plan 
a trip.

H SCORPIO Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
Luck may be with you this week, but don’t 
expect it to announce itself in a big way. 
Be positive and seek out opportunities in 
chance encounters, helpful tips, and lucky 
coincidences. A stroke of genius or some 
inspired advice may help your financial 
situation improve dramatically. Before 
accepting a favor, find out if there are 
strings attached. Make time to meditate 
and develop peace of mind. Doing so could 
positively affect your health and energy 
levels for the better.

I SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
You might be ready to cut loose and 
give full rein to your need for creative 
and social expression. Friends and your 
sweetheart may help you to view yourself 
in a positive, upbeat way. The charm of 
your personality steps up, making it easier 
to enlist cooperation and support. You 
might even want to help this trend along 
by changing your image or enhancing 
your look. Financial matters may move 
forward, but check your motives. You 
could unconsciously fear success.

J CAPRICORN Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
Give and take and sharing ideas, resources, 
and tips may mutually benefit you, your 
friends, or partner. Ideas could be fruitful 
and the kind that open doors for you. 
An invitation may boost your outlook 
and hopes for the future. On the whole, 
relationships seem to be upbeat and 
positive. Things work out generally better 
if you don’t try to control and instead go 
with the flow. Only forge ahead with a plan 
if you get feedback or sensible advice from 
someone experienced.

K AQUARIUS Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
Your charisma may be peaking, attracting 
new admirers and providing a chance to 
heat up your love life. There’s an option 
for lots of fun and romance, and perhaps 
a chance you might want to make a deeper 
commitment. Someone you date could 
be very much on your wavelength, which 
you’ll find heartening and uplifting. Pay 
attention to your health and diet. If your 
exercise routine needs tweaking, go for 
it. The more active you can be the better!
 
. PISCES Feb. 19 - March 20
Although you might be content to enjoy 
some downtime in the privacy of your home, 
events could conspire to draw you out of 
yourself. Thoughts of romance, pleasure, 
and the company of good friends may be 
too much to resist. Long-range planning 
could entail putting thoughts to paper. Mind-
expanding influences could encourage you 
to learn new things and reach out for all that 
is novel and different. Finding a mentor or 
life coach could be a positive game changer.

You will feel the tension in the air as Venus in Cancer opposes Pluto and 
squares Uranus. Domestic and private concerns may clash with career or other 
responsibilities. It might be time to find an ingenious compromise. Mars, Jupiter, and 
the Sun in Gemini make for a week in which curiosity and an inquisitive spirit pay off. 
Saturn in Scorpio trines Neptune in Pisces, which may help creative ideas flourish and 
manifest. Mercury and Venus in Cancer encourage kindly self-talk and pampering.

Weekly 
Horoscopes provided by horoscope.com

June 10, 2013 - June 16, 2013

CALENDAR this
DOCENT CLASSES OFFERED

The Autry in Griffith Park is having a docent 
class that is scheduled to start in June. The Autry 
is recruiting interested individuals to attend 
training that will enable them to share the rich 
history of the west with museum visitors. For 
more information, contact Susan DiCato at 
sdicato@theautry.org or (323) 667-2000.

The Autry in Griffith Park, 4700 Western 
Heritage Way, Los Angeles

AED HEARTSAVER CLASSES OFFERED 
AT VHH 

As an American Heart Association Training 
Center, Verdugo Hills Hospital (VHH) offers 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) training 
classes to community members and healthcare 
providers. For community members, VHH offers 
the Heartsaver AED class. This certification 
class is designed for the lay person. It provides 
instruction in adult, child and infant CPR and the 
choking maneuver for all three as well. Heartsaver 
AED classes will be held on July 15 from 6 p.m. 
to 9:30 p.m. at VHH. Fee is $60/person (includes 
textbook). 

Also taught is the AED (automated external 
defribrillator) as these devices are now located 
in many public areas.  

For more information or to register for a class, 
call Teri Rice at (818) 952-2272.

BOND COMING TO TIME & SPACE 
GALLERY

The next major exhibit for the Time & Space 
Gallery is titled, “The Art of Bond.” The exhibit 
ushers the gallery into the summer with a 
celebration of 007. Opening reception will be 
held June 15 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., with musical 
guests “That’s Not My Baby” and featuring a Bond 
inspired Aston Martin. A special fund raising 
event for the Pasadena Dance Theater will be held 
June 29 from noon to 9 p.m. with live dance by 
students and company members. The exhibit will 
run through August. 

Featured artists include Jordan Danes, James 
Lopez, Christine Luchetta, Peter Wilson and Lesley 
Fontanella. 

The Time & Space Gallery 838 Foothill Blvd. in 
La Cañada Flintridge and curated by local artist 
Christine Luchetta.

MC GROARTY ARTS CENTER HOLDS 
ANNUAL CERAMICS SHOW

McGroarty Arts Center continues its 10th 
Annual Ceramics Show through June 15.  This 
free event has built a strong reputation for 
artistic excellence, highlighting the work of 39 
professional ceramic artists as well as McGroarty 
Arts Center’s own ceramic students. The center’s 
new executive director Candace Sorensen will 
be available as well. 

McGroarty Arts Center, 7570 McGroarty 
Terrace, Tujunga

TOPS OFFERS LOCAL MEETINGS
T.O.P.S. – Take Off Pounds Sensibly – is a 

self-accountability group meeting held every 
Monday. Weigh in is from 6 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

An hour meeting follows in the education 
building of Center for Spiritual Living, 4845 
Dunsmore (at Santa Carlotta).  For more 
information, call and leave a message for T.O.P.S. 
at (818) 957-8442.

A meeting is also held in Sunland on 
Thursdays. Weigh in is at 6:30 p.m.; meeting at 
7 p.m. at New Hope Community Church, 10438 
Oro Vista St., Sunland. Contact Jeanie Druebert 
at (818) 353-5015.

‘CARING FOR FAMILY’ TOPIC VHH 
FOUNDATION LUNCHEON

The Women’s Council of the Verdugo Hills 
Hospital (VHH) Foundation presents a special 
luncheon and program, “Caring for Family: 
Women as Caregivers – Balancing Work, 
Health and Family” today, Thursday, June 13. 
The luncheon features Donna Benton, PhD, 
assistant professor and director of the Family 
Caregiver Support Program at USC Davis School 
of Gerontology.

The luncheon will take place at VHH in Council 
Rooms A/C (fourth floor lobby) from 11:30 a.m. 
to 1:30 p.m.

Dr. Benton is also a commissioner on the 
California Commission on Aging. She has worked 
in the field of aging and psychology for over 30 
years. 

Luncheon fee is $15/person. Lunch is 
sponsored by Montrose and Alameda Healthcare. 
RSVP to the Foundation Office at (818) 952-2226.

VHH, 1812 Verdugo Boulevard, Glendale/La 
Cañada.

BENEFIT CONCERT FOR AWH
Music for Charity Events is presenting a benefit 

concert at St. George’s Episcopal Church on 
Thursday, June 13 at 7:30 p.m. to support Ahead 
With Horses, an organization whose mission is to 
“maximize potential of disabled/disadvantaged/
special-needs children providing developmental 
therapy, education and recreation through 
horses and the environment, with measurable 
improvement physically, mentally, socially 
and/or emotionally resulting in increased self-
sufficiency and the ability to lead better and more 
independent and productive lives capable of 
contributing to society.”

Admission is free. All donations are tax-
deductible, and accepted by cash or check. 
Reception follows.  

For more information, call Connie at (310) 
963-1480.

St George’s Episcopal Church, 808 Foothill 
Blvd., La Cañada Flintridge

FASHIONS BENEFIT YWCA GLENDALE
The YWCA Glendale is holding a pre-summer 

fashion sale. On Saturday, June 15 from 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. the YWCA will host a fun boutique to raise 
money for YWCA Glendale programs and services. 

The boutique includes brand-new fashion 
attire and accessories from vendors such as 
Treasured Accessories, Poetic Potions, Classy 
Bag Lady, D.J. Giles, Bath and Body Works and 
Buddha Jeans as well as trendy thrift store 
bargains. Jeri Benton, community member and 
“volunteer extraordinaire” organized this first time 
event. The National Charity League Tick Tockers 
will volunteer their time at the event. For more 
information, contact Virginia Ruiz at the YWCA 
Glendale at (818) 242-4155 x221. Parking located 
behind building off of Geneva.

 YWCA Glendale, 735 E. Lexington Dr., Glendale

SHAKESPEARE ON OPERA PASADENA 
ROSTER

Opera Pasadena will present “Sing A Song Of 
Shakespeare” on Sunday, June 16 at 2:30 p.m., 
in the Recital Hall at the Pacific Asia Museum in 
Pasadena. The program will include solo songs 
found in many of the plays, as well as operatic 
settings from “Romeo and Juliet,” “The Merry 
Wives of Windsor” and “A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream.” Admission is $15. Call Barbara Ebert at 
(626) 398-0658 for reservations. The museum is 
handicapped-accessible.

Pacific Asia Museum, 46 N. Los Robles Ave., 
Pasadena

ARC PRESENTS FINE WINE, 
CHOCOLATE AND CHEESE TASTING

The Glendale-Crescenta Valley Chapter of 
the American Red Cross is hosting a fundraising 
event on Thursday, June 20 at the Forest Lawn 
Museum from 5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

The event offers an opportunity to compare 
an array of selected wines from California and 
around the world. In addition, imported cheeses, 
an array of Mignon fine chocolates, and light 
appetizers by Chin Chin Catering will be available.

This year’s special guest emcee is Fritz 
Coleman, popular Channel 4 weatherman, 
talented standup comedian – and longtime 
supporter of the Red Cross. Live musical 
entertainment will also be featured, as well as 
an art exhibit by Nathan Sawaya, “Art of the 
Brick” that features sculptures made entirely out 
of Lego® bricks.  

Adding to the festivities is a drawing 
and a silent auction of many gift items and 
entertainment events contributed by local 
businesses and community members. All 
proceeds will benefit the American Red Cross, 
furthering its ability to help communities in 
Glendale and the Crescenta Valley in times of 
unexpected emergencies.  

Tickets are $60 per person or $100 for two 
people.  To purchase tickets, call (818) 243-3121.  
Online ticketing is available at www.GlendaleArts.
org ($2 per ticket surcharge applies for online 
purchases).

Questions may be directed to chapter 
executive officer Ron Farina at (818) 243-3121, 
ext. 115 or at Ronald.Farina@redcross.org.

Forest Lawn Glendale Museum, 1712 S. 
Glendale Avenue, Glendale

SCANDINAVIAN MID-SUMMER HOLIDAY 
PLANNED

The Foothill-based Sons of Norway, Edvard 
Grieg lodge, will celebrate the Scandinavian 
mid-summer holiday with a day-long Viking Fest, 
featuring authentically clad Viking re-enactors, 
Viking sports such as kubb, Viking crafts and 
runes. Open to the public of all ages, there is no 
admission charge.

The event will take place from 11 a.m. until 4 
p.m. on Saturday, June 22 on the grounds of the 
Lutheran Church of the Foothills, site of regular 
Edvard Grieg lodge meetings and activities. 

There will be crafts and activities for all ages, 
including playing of kubb, the Viking lawn 
bowling game, making Viking whip-cord, and 
learning to write your name in runic letters.

Viking re-enactment troupe, the Ravens 
of Odin, will bring Viking times to life with 
demonstration of weapons, weaving and daily 
life.

Refreshments will be available, including 
“Viking dogs” – pølse med lompe (a hot dog 
wrapped in special Norwegian flatbread) – 
as well as Danish ice cream from Paradis in 
Montrose.  

Authentic Viking music will be presented by 
vocalists Kari Davis of Altadena, Cara Clove of La 
Crescenta and Stephanie Krystad of Altadena 
with drums and pipes. There will be multi-media 
illustrated talks on Viking ships, Vikings in Ireland 
and Vikings in the Middle East.

Vendors offering Viking and Scandinavian 
wares will be on site.

For further information, call Judith Vinje, 
Viking festival artistic director, at (818) 563-
2526, or Jo Ness, Edvard Grieg Lodge president, 
at (818)  249-8102.

 Lutheran Church of the Foothills, 1700 
Foothill Blvd., La Cañada

 by John Deering and John Newcombe
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Lutheran Church 
in the Foothills

www.lcifoothills.org /818-790-1951 

1700 Foothill Blvd.
La Cañada Flintridge

Pastor Bruce JohnsonPastor Bruce Johnson

Worship services
8 a.m. & 10 a.m. 

on Sundays

sunday school 
 9 a.m. 

  on Sundays

Light on the Corner Church

Pastor Jon Karn
1911 Waltonia Drive

Montrose
(818) 249-4806

Sunday ServiceS 10:45 a.m.
www.lightonthecorner.org

4845 Dunsmore Ave.
La Crescenta, CA 

91214
(818) 249-1045

“Where it is our dream to help you build 
and manifest your dreams!”

Celebration Service Sunday 10:00 a.m.
Ongoing spiritual growth classes 

and counseling available

Center for Spiritual 
Living - La Crescenta

Wednesday Night Service 7:00 p.m.

reliGion service direcTory

To be in our 
Service Directory contact

Lisa Mitchell
at (818) 248-2740

9:00am 11:00am

Rev. Msgr. Antonio Cacciapuoti, Pastor
Rev. Kevin Kester, Associate Pastor

Rev. Tony Marti, OFM, Cap.
Rev. Mr. Augie Won, Deacon

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Mass Schedule 

Monday-Friday, 8:10 a.m.;
Saturday: 8:00 a.m., 

and Vigil Mass at 5:30 p.m.;
Sunday, 7:30 a.m., 9:00 a.m., 

11:00 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
Services in the Chapel

Lectio Divina; Monday: 5:30 p.m. 
Evening Prayer and Vespers: 

Tuesday-Friday 5:30 p.m. 
Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament: 
Wednesdays 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Rosary: 8:30 a.m.
Weekdays at the close of Vespers

215 Foothill Boulevard
La Canada Flintridge, California 91011

(818) 949-4300 • www.bede.org

ST. BEDE the VENERABLE 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

COME MEET US!
St. Luke’s
of-the-Mountains
Episcopal Church
Sundays

Gathering 9:30AM
Worship 10:00AM

Domingo Misa en Español a las 12:00PM 
Sunday School and Child Care

All are Welcome
2563 Foothill Blvd, La Crescenta

818-248-3639
http://stlukeslacrescenta.org/

www.facebook.com:
St. Luke’s of the Mountains Episcopal Church

My wife and I 
desperately wanted 
to have children and 
after eight years of 

trying and still not starting a 
family, we adopted two children 
at birth, first a boy, now 6 years 
old and later another boy, who 
is 3 years old. We love them 
both so much and do everything 
we can to keep them safe and 
feeling loved. 

Recently in the news, we 
heard about two young boys 
who were beaten to death, one 
by a stepfather, and the other by 
the mother’s boyfriend. Neither 
my wife nor I can understand 
cruelty to children and the 
mindset of those who would 
harm a helpless child. We’re 
praying for the children’s souls 
and for the individuals who 
committed these transgressions. 
Could you shed a spiritual light 
on situations like this? 

~ Proud to be a Dad

Dear Proud Dad,
First of all, thanks for 

adopting your two sons. I think 
it takes a special person to adopt 
a child. One of my brothers 
has an adopted son to go along 
with his biological children, 
and I think the world of him 
and his wife for sharing their 
home by including another. As 
to why such monstrous crimes 
occur, there are usually several 
reasons. If a person was abused 
as a child, that person can easily 
become an abuser himself/herself 
in adulthood. 

You have heard the expression, 
“The apple doesn’t fall far from 
the tree.” That statement 
can be true in so many ways. 
Sometimes drugs play a part. In 
a recent murder up in Palmdale 
of an 8-year-old boy, the mother, 
allegedly, is a drug abuser. The 
scourge of drug addiction is such 
that nothing matters more than 
a “fix,” so a mother or father who 
is addicted really can’t parent 
because his/her addiction gets 

in the way. 
Also, some parents were 

unwanted children when they 
were born, so their needs are 
such that they fear moving 
against the person (boyfriend/
girlfriend) who may be the first 
person who ever truly loved 
them; if that boyfriend/girlfriend 
gets violent with that person’s 
child, the unwanted child who is 
now a needy parent doesn’t have 
the backbone to tell the abuser 
to stop abusing because he/she 
fears rejection. As a result, the 
child suffers because the parent 
is afraid of pushing away the 
only one who ever loved her/him.

You asked for a spiritual light 
to be shed; I’m not sure I have 
a spiritual answer. Parenting 
is hard work, whether one is 
religious or not, and some people 
just should not have children. 

Sorry for the dreary response, 
but I can see absolutely no good 
coming from such situations as 
you described.

Again, thanks to you for 
adopting and loving. You chose 
love over despair, and you are to 
be commended. 

The Rev. Skip Lindeman
La Cañada Congregational 

Church
lindemanskip@yahoo.com

Dear Proud Dad,
These are the toughest 

theological questions, I think. 
How do we explain a world to 
ourselves, to our children, to each 
other, where the most helpless 
and vulnerable of our society are 
killed by the random violence 
of those who are charged with 
taking care of them?  

When my son was an infant, 
17 years ago, we lived in Chicago 
and I remember holding him in 

S p i r i t u a l l y 
Speaking answers 

personal questions and 
concerns with a spiritual 

perspective. Local religious 
leaders that will take part in the 

discussion include Bryan Griem 
of Montrose Community Church; 
Jon Karn of Light on the Corner 
Church; Kimberlie Zakarian of 

Holy House Ministries; Skip Lindeman of La Cañada 
Congregational United Church of Christ; Rabbi Simcha 
Backman of Chabad of Glendale; Levent Akbarut of 

Islamic Congregation of La Cañada Flintridge; Betty 
Stapleford of Unitarian Universalist; Paige Eaves of CV 
United Methodist Church; Bryan Jones of St. Luke’s of 
the Mountains Episcopal Church; Steven Van Meter and 
Beverly Craig of La Crescenta Center for Spiritual Living 
and Sharon Weisman, atheist/agnostic/secular humanist/
free thinker. We welcome your questions and comments. 
Email us at spiritual@cvweekly.com.

Responses are offered from the perspectives of  individual 
clergy members, which may or may not be in agreement 
with other respondents of Spiritually Speaking nor the 
editor and staff of the Crescenta Valley Weekly.

Spiritually Speakinguestion:

uestion:

Q

Q

see SPIRITUALLY on next page

my arms and hearing on the news 
about a newborn infant found in a 
trash dumpster in the city. It was a 
biting cold December evening. I was 
heartsick because of the senseless 
nature of the abandonment, and 
holding my own tiny infant son, I 
knew how helpless that baby was. 
Within the travails and joys of 
my own spiritual journey, I have 
found peace only by accepting 
the mystery of life in all of its 
magnificent glory and devastating 
tragedy. I don’t believe in a God 
who has a hand in every movement 
of the earth, and we aren’t game 
pieces to be played with at the will 
of an all-powerful God. 

John 1:3-5 says: “All things 
came into being through God, and 
without God not one thing came 
into being.” What has come into 
being in God was life, and the life 
was the light of all people. The light 
shines in the darkness, and the 
darkness did not overcome it. God 
is light, hope, love, creativity, joy 
– all things good and miraculous. 
God created us in God’s image, and 
we have the choice to be a channel 
for that same divine light, hope, 
love, creativity, joy and all things 
good and miraculous. 

Like you and me, I believe 
God weeps, not only for the child 
perpetrated against but for the 
perpetrator. As those channels of 
divine love then we are assigned 
the task of being the face of God 
for those hurt and those doing 
the hurting. The challenge is 

doing exactly what you are doing 
and praying for those who are 
perpetrating violent crimes against 
children. Jesus’ declaration to love 
our enemies wasn’t a suggestion.

Holly Stauffer
St. Luke’s of the Mountains

hollystauffer@gmail.com 

As a child, I was 
severely criticized 
for everything I 
did, and I vowed 

I’d never be a critical person. I’ve 
done pretty well with my children 
and husband; however, the “inner 
parent” keeps nagging me and 
although I don’t say what I’m 
thinking and feeling, I’m seething 
inside. I have to keep turning 
situations over in my mind until 
I’m at peace with them, but I’d 
rather not have the emotions of 
anger and upset when things don’t 
go my way. 

Any helpful suggestions are 
welcome. 

 ~ Trying to do Better

Dear Trying to do Better,  
I was also raised by a 

critical parent; my mother was 
disappointed in  her children 
regardless of their achievements. 
I still hear her voice  in my head 
even though she passed away in 
1996.

It’s a wonderful thing you realize 
the damage that can be done 
by  constant criticism and avoid 
expressing negative judgments. 
How fortunate for your children 
that you’ve broken the cycle and 
don’t  repeat the poor parenting 
you received. It’s a shame you have 
inner turmoil while keeping your 
unpleasant thoughts to yourself. 

I think it’s  not unusual to 
have judgmental thoughts. You’re 
already doing better than many 
people by not expressing them! 
Give yourself credit where it’s 
due. You are wise to want to rid 
yourself of negative, upsetting 
thoughts. I believe dwelling on 
them will increase the emotion 
out of proportion to reality. Ask 
yourself: Am I letting off steam or 
am I working myself  into outrage? 
One thing that has helped me deal 
with anger is to  visualize myself 
as a lightning rod and let the 
emotion flow out through my feet 
into the ground. Another tactic 
might be to distract your inner, 
angry child with activity. Get busy 
with something you really enjoy. 
Tackle a project  that takes a lot of 
thought and the hostile thoughts 
will be pushed out.   
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Thank you for reminding me to 
try to do better, too.

Sharon Weisman
Atheist/Agnostic/Secular

humanist/Free thinker
sharon@jetcafe.org

Dear Trying to do Better,
Thank you for your question 

and very honest analysis. Let’s 
take a look at the issue of anger 
that is troubling you. 

In the Eastern tradition, anger 
like lust is considered one of the 
five passions affect in the mind. In 
other words, our minds can easily 
become addicted to anger just as it 
can easily become addicted to lust. 

Since the mind is easily addicted 
to anger, it is very easy to allow it 
to take over and negatively affect 
us. Especially, as you point out, 
when things don’t go quite the way 
we hoped or expected. So what’s 
the cure for this dis-ease? 

Well, there really is no end 
cure because the mind is always 
going to be susceptible to anger. 
Even Jesus got mad at the money 
changers and a fig tree. Certainly 
your little technique of recognizing 
and talking yourself around your 
anger is a good approach especially 
if you feel an angry outburst or a 
more positive confrontation is not 
possible or desirable. There are 
lots of good books on the latter at 
most bookstores and may be worth 
checking out. 

The other approach you may 
find helpful is a refinement of what 
you use now and involves two 
steps. The first is understanding. 
The second is detachment. What 
we need to understand about 

anger, besides being something we 
all experience, is to recognize that 
all anger comes out of fear, and 
all fear comes out of ignorance. 
Charles Dickens once said the two 
great afflictions of humanity are 
ignorance and want. Wonderful 
insight. Our need for control is 
really nothing more than the 
attempt to manage our fears and/
or pain. So when you get angry, it 
is always helpful to ask yourself 
what is it you are afraid of and 
why. There should be no self-
blame, self-shaming or negative 
self-judgment or condemnation 
here. That becomes its own trap. 

The cure for ignorance is 
knowledge. Especially self-
knowledge or self-understanding 
that comes through self 
examination and reflection. This 
is why Socrates once said, “Know 
thyself.” 

The second step is detachment 
or letting it go. Self-knowledge also 
teaches us that we are responsible 

only for our own actions and 
reactions in any given situation. 
So just as you have the power to 
switch anger on, you also have the 
power to switch it off. Just as the 
mind is the cause, mind is also the 
cure. 

Here are two other helpful 
techniques for switching the 
power of anger off. The first is 
visually imagine yourself stepping 
back from the emotional drama 
and the trauma (even while it is 
going on) and see it as a ball of 
energy apart from you. Imagine 
and feel you are nothing more 
than an objective and unaffected 
observer with no need to control 
anyone, anything or any part of 
the situation. Then mentally point 
your finger at the ball of energy 
and imagine it being dissolved 
into dust and blown away from 
you. 

The second is a verbal 
affirmation to say when you feel 
challenged: “I am God’s perfect 

peace. I am centered in all that is 
Good. I release all that I cannot 
control right now into the Divine 
for it’s perfect resolution knowing 
that God always protects and take 
cares of me.” 

In short, detachment is a matter 
of your willingness to let the anger 
go, your recognition that you have 
that power to do so, and to choose 
what you do want for yourself. In 
this instance, it is peace and poise.

Anthony Kelson, RScP
Center for Spiritual Living - 

La Crescenta
anthony@apkelson.com

La Crescenta
bstaple4d@aol.com

SPIRITUALLY
continued from previous page

Small BuSineSS 
of the Year
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FINEST FOLKS (MEDICAL)
 Name of Business/Individual

Cardiologist� ______________________
Chiropractor� ______________________
Dentist� ______________________
Family�Doctor� ______________________
Holistic�Specialist�
(Non-Chiropractic)� ______________________
Nurse� ______________________
OB/GYN� ______________________
Ophthalmologist� ______________________
Optometrist� ______________________
Orthodontist� ______________________
Orthopedist� ______________________
Nutritionist� ______________________
Pediatrician� ______________________
Pharmacist� ______________________
Physical�Therapist� ______________________
Veterinarian� ______________________
Other� ______________________

FINEST FOLKS (EXCLUDING MEDICAL)

Accountant/Bookkeeper� ______________________
Architect� ______________________
Attorney� ______________________
Auto�Mechanic� ______________________
Barber� ______________________
Bartender� ______________________
Hair�Stylist� ______________________
Caterer� ______________________
Community�Volunteer�Adult� _________________
Community�Volunteer�Student� _________________
Dance�Instructor� ______________________
Decorator/Interior�Designer� ____________________
Education�Administration�______________________
Education�Teacher� ______________________
Electrician� ______________________
Faith�Leader� ______________________
Fitness�Instructor� ______________________
Food�Server� ______________________
General�Contractor� ______________________
Grief�Counselor� ______________________
Handyman� ______________________
Insurance�Agent� ______________________
IT/Web�Specialist� ______________________
Massage�Therapist� ______________________
Music�Teacher� ______________________
Nail�Specialist� ______________________
Personal�Trainer� ______________________
Pet�Groomer� ______________________
Photographer� ______________________
Plumber� ______________________
Police�Officer� ______________________
Real�Estate�Agent� ______________________
Sushi�Chef� ______________________
Tailor/Seamstress� ______________________
Travel�Agent� ______________________
Other� ______________________

FINEST SERVICES
Air�Conditioning� ______________________
Antiques� ______________________
Appliance�Repair/Sales� ______________________
Art�Framing� ______________________
Art�Supply/Stationary�Store� ___________________
Auto�Dealer� ______________________
Auto�Repair� ______________________
Bank� ______________________
Barber�Shop� ______________________
Bicycle�Shop� ______________________
Bookstore� ______________________
Carpets�and�Floors� ______________________
Children’s�Clothing� ______________________
Clothing�Store� ______________________
Gift/Collectibles� ______________________
College/University� ______________________
Comic�Store� ______________________

Community/Philanthropic�
Organization� ______________________
Computer�Repair� ______________________
Craft�Supply�Store� ______________________
Credit�Union� ______________________
Dance�School� ______________________
Day�Care� ______________________
Day�Spa� ______________________
Dry�Cleaner� ______________________
Electronic�Game�Store� ______________________
Electronics�Store� ______________________
Elementary�School� ______________________
Family�Book�Store� ______________________
Financial�Services� ______________________
Fire�Station� ______________________
Flower�Shop� ______________________
Furniture�Store� ______________________
Grocery�Store� ______________________
General�Book�Store� ______________________
Golf�Course� ______________________
Hair�Salon� ______________________
Health�&�Fitness�Club� ______________________
Healthy�Food�Store� ______________________
High�School�(Private)� ______________________
High�School�(Public)� ______________________
Home�Improvement�Store� _________________
Home�Health�Care� ______________________
Hospital� ______________________
Hotel/Motel� ______________________
Insurance�Agency� ______________________
Jewelry�Store� ______________________
Maid�Service� ______________________
Martial�Arts� ______________________
Massage�Studio� ______________________
Middle�School� ______________________
Mortuary� ______________________
Motorcycle�Shop� ______________________
Moving/Storage�Store� ______________________
Music�Store� ______________________
Nail�Salon� ______________________
Nursery/Garden�Store� ______________________
Paint�and�Body�(Auto)� ______________________
Party�Supply�Store� ______________________
Pet�Store� ______________________
Pharmacy� ______________________
Pool�Supply�Store� ______________________
Preschool/Nursery� ______________________
Real�Estate�Company� ______________________
Skate/Surf�Shop� ______________________
Security� ______________________
Senior�Care�Facility� ______________________
Shoe�Store� ______________________
Shopping�Center� ______________________
Sporting�Goods� ______________________
Swimming�Pool/Spa�Shop� ______________________
Tire�Store� ______________________
Toy�Store� ______________________
Travel�Agency� ______________________

Vintage�Store� ______________________
Web�Design� ______________________
Weight�Loss�Center� ______________________
Wine�Shop� ______________________
Other� ______________________

FINEST FOOD AND DRINK
Bakery� ______________________
Banquet�Center� ______________________
Breakfast� ______________________
Brunch� ______________________
Burger� ______________________
Chinese�Restaurant� ______________________
Cocktail�Spot� ______________________
Coffee�Shop� ______________________
Cupcakes� ______________________
Delicatessen� ______________________
Donut�Shop� ______________________
Family�Friendly� ______________________
Frozen�Yogurt/Ice�Cream� ______________________
Happy�Hour� ______________________
Indian�Restaurant� ______________________
Italian�Restaurant� ______________________
Japanese�Restaurant� ______________________
Mediterranean�Rest.� ______________________
Mexican�Restaurant� ______________________
New�Restaurant�
(Open�Last�12�Months)� ______________________
Patio�Dining� ______________________
Pizza� ______________________
Romantic�Restaurant� ______________________
Seafood�Restaurant� ______________________
Sports�Bar� ______________________
Steakhouse� ______________________
Thai�Restaurant� ______________________
Other� ______________________

FINEST ENTERTAINMENT 
Cinema�Complex� ______________________
Hike�Trail� ______________________
Museum� ______________________
Library� ______________________
Park� ______________________
Performing�Arts�Theatre� ______________________
Sunset�View� ______________________
Other� ______________________

We’re so excited to give you the 
chance to share your favorite places, 
people & services local or far away. 

Let our community’s voices be heard! 

Ballots must be post marked by 
July 12 to be valid. 

Winners announced in September. 
You must include your name and 

contact information
(for voting purposes only).

WEEKLY
THE FOOTHILLS COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER

CRESCENTA   VALLEY

Rules:�One�ballot�per�person�and�must�be�mailed�in�or�walked�in.�Verified�by�name�and/or�email�address.�Minimum�of�10�choices�must�be�made.�All�ballots�must�be�received�in�our�office�by�July�13.�Businesses/
individuals�can�only�win�in�one�category.�Voting�is�by�ballot�only.�Ballots�sorted�by�last�name.�CVW�will�supervise�any�review�of�results.�Nominees�will�be�given�access�to�the�tally�sheets�but�not�the�individual�ballots�
to�protect�confidentiality.�*CVW�employees�not�eligible�(but�already�considered�the�finest)

Please mail ballots to
Crescenta Valley Weekly

P.O. Box 543
Verdugo City, CA 91046

or
Drop your ballot off at

3800 La Crescenta Ave., #101, 
La Crescenta, CA 91214

Office Hours: M-F 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Name

Address

Email

2013
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» M o n t r o s e  s h o p p i n g  pa r k  n e w s

» Mary 
Dawson

» news froM the CresCenta Valley ChaMber of CoMMerCe

Mixers and Fireworks!
Welcome Gelsinger’s 

Amber RoadThe CV Chamber and the rest of 
the bees of the Crescenta Valley are 
busy organizing many events.

In celebration of our nation’s 
Independence Day on the 4th of July, 
the CV Fireworks Assn. is preparing 
to deliver another spectacular 
fireworks show at La Crescenta 
Elementary School. Starting at 4 
p.m., there will be carnival rides, 
food and family fun with fireworks 
starting at dusk. The CV Fireworks 
Assn. is an all-volunteer group that 
works diligently to bring you the 
biggest 4th of July party around. It 
is a 501c3 non-profit organization 
created to provide the leadership, 
resources, time and energy needed 
in our community to put on this 
great annual event that is being held 
on Thursday, July 4. This association 
spends countless volunteer hours 
making sure that the event is 
spectacular and affordable at only 
$7 per person.   Gates open at 
4 p.m. and this year the food will 
be provided by some trendy food 
trucks. Find out more information 
at www.cvfireworks.com. We are 
still looking for donations to help us 

run this fun annual extravaganza. 
Simply write a check to Crescenta 
Valley Fireworks Association, 
2629 Foothill Blvd., #176, La 
Crescenta, CA 91214. Your donation 
is tax deductible as a charitable 
contribution and necessary 
documentation is available upon 
request. Every donation helps and 
they are thankful for your support. 
We hope you come and celebrate our 
nation’s independence day with your 

Crescenta Valley neighbors.
The CV Chamber’s next business 

mixer will be at Crescenta Cañada 
Pet Hospital on July 10. Mixers are 
a great way to see a local business 
up close while mingling with many 
other business owners in the 
community. Please join us from 6 
p.m. to 8 p.m. at Crescenta Cañada 

Pet Hospital located at 3502 Foothill 
Blvd. in La Crescenta.

A new business in the area, 
So Cal Motor Co., would like to 
invite everyone to a ribbon cutting 
welcoming them to the Crescenta 
Valley. The ribbon cutting will be 
Friday, June 14 at noon at 7026 
Foothill Blvd. in Tujunga. Please 
come by for some refreshments and 
see their location and welcome this 
new business. 

Please check our website www.
lacrescenta.org or call our office for 
more details on any event.   

Important dates: June 14 – 
Ribbon cutting at So Cal Motor Co.; 
July 10 – CV Chamber business 
mixer at Crescenta Cañada Pet 
Hospital.  

Please contact our office for more 
details on any event. How to reach us: 
(818) 248-4957/ crescentachamber@
aol.com / www.LaCrescenta.org / 
3131 Foothill Blvd., Ste. D. 

The tagline for the Montrose 
Shopping Park’s brand new 
retail store, Amber Road, is “your 
destination for fine foods.” With 
an emphasis on the freshest 
extra virgin olive oils, aged 
balsamic vinegars, specialty 
meats and more, this promises to 
be a place that you will want to 
visit regularly. It is located right 
around the corner from the former 
Rocky Cola at 2016 Montrose Ave. 
(818-957-7065).

I had the pleasure of being one 
of their first customers, wandering 
in during Arts & Crafts weekend, 
and I am smitten. The store 
evokes a feeling of Tuscany to me 
with warm woods and olive green 
accents. Specially designed new 
silver urns hold all of the vinegars 
and oils just waiting for you to 
sample and get inspired. I am 
impressed that when I made my 
selection the oil was bottled and 
sealed fresh right before my very 
eyes. There’s no hanging around 
on a shelf for years here! My 
experience was further enhanced 
when my fresh bottle of oil was 
cushioned with olive colored tissue 
and placed in a rustic wine shaped 
craft bag with the Amber Road 
logo. Perfect for a Father’s Day 
gift, which is this weekend!

Now about the oils: did you 
know that extra virgin olive oil is 
like fruit juice in that it is highly 
perishable, and more flavorful 
when consumed fresh? That is 
why Amber Road works in close 
partnership with farmers in both 
hemispheres to deliver fresh, 
high quality oils all year long.  
Their collection includes single 
varietal, fused and infused extra 
virgin olive oils, both domestic 
and foreign, from locales such as 
Australia, Tunisia, Italy, Spain 
and Chile. They also have flavor-
infused Italian balsamic vinegars 
from Modena, aged up to 18 years, 
and other gourmet oils such as 
white truffle and roasted walnut. 

As a matter of fact, there are 32 
different oils and vinegars on tap!  
My first purchase was the Blood 
Orange oil which really brightens 
my Harvest Market salads. I’m 
also intrigued by cilantro & 
roasted onion, organic tarragon, 
and roasted French walnut, just to 
name a few. And check out all the 
aged dark balsamic vinegars like 
dark chocolate, espresso, honey 
ginger and lemongrass mint! 

Both oils and vinegars are very 
reasonably priced and available 
in three bottle sizes with most 
ranging from $7 to $18. Plus the 
bottles are recyclable. Bring back 
your clean bottle and you will get 
$1 off your next purchase.

Now we know Gelsinger’s 
has long had a reputation for 
fine meats. In the new store 
you will find a freezer case with 
all your faves to go. I’m talking 
USDA choice certified Black 
Angus beef steaks, Wagyu beef, 
whole pheasants and gourmet 
sausages. They have also created 
an original line of spice rubs, 
seasonings and finishing salts to 
perfectly accommodate your meat 
selections. You know Dad will 
want these! Amber Road’s ready-
to-go deli selections include an 
assortment of fresh made salads, 
sandwiches and artisanal drinks – 
great options for lunch on the run! 

So stop in, meet general 
manager Kimberly Stewart and 
find out why Kirk Gelsinger chose 
the name Amber Road. Hint: it 
has to do with the ancient trade 
routes that brought prized amber 
to worldwide destinations. 

Thanks for reading and check 
out the pics of my first Amber 
Road shopping experience on 
the Montrose Shopping Park 
Facebook page.

» Julia
 rabago

“A bee is never as busy as it seems; it’s just that it can’t buzz any slower.”  Kin Hubbard

Mary Dawson promotes the 
Montrose Shopping Park. She 
and her family own Mountain 

Rose Gifts and Revelation Tops.

» Montrose VerDugo-City ChaMber of CoMMerCe

Anniversary Blowout Mixer – 7 Stop Pizza
Fast fresh food! That is the 7 Stop 

Pizza guarantee! After three long 
years, the “guys” at 7 Stop Pizza 
are ready to celebrate their grand 
opening and everyone is invited on 
Monday, July 1 from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.! 
It will be a community event to give 
back to a community they are very 
thankful for.  

“We consider you guys as our 
friends and family. Without you none 
of this would have been possible,” 
said Armond Tarverdyan who owns 7 
Stop Pizza with Shara Babakhanian. 

The July centennial mixer will 
be co-hosted with 7 Stop and the 
Montrose-Verdugo City Chamber of 
Commerce. Attending will be local 
businesses and though there will be 
a charge for the raffle tickets and the 
standard Chamber mixer entrance 
fee, there will be tons of raffle 
prizes from various organizations 
and businesses in the area for you 
to have a chance to win. There will 
be a charge for the raffle tickets; 
however, in keeping with the theme 
of giving back to the community, all 
the money collected will go to the 
Glendale Police Officer Association, 
the Glendale Fire Fighters Club and 
the Montrose chamber. 

“We have created this business 
not knowing what we got ourselves 
into. But now, after three years, we 
realize as two young adults we can 
no longer just think about ourselves. 
When adults who have been in the 
community for a long time tell us 
that we are such great kids to do 
what we do … it just makes us feel 
really good. There should be no other 
way to do it. It feels good going to 
sleep knowing that I have helped 
someone in the community and have 
given back to make a difference,” 
said Armond.

 In the past, 7 Stop Pizza has 

made generous donations to Prom 
Plus, the Montrose-Verdugo City 
Chamber of Commerce and the 
Chamlian School. 

So what does 7 Stop Pizza have 
to offer? Much more than you think! 
They have pizza, salads, wings, 
burgers and sandwiches. And 
everything on the menu is completely 
customizable! Armond always says, 
“At 7 Stop, you are the chef. We 
believe that when you create your 
own food with your favorite toppings 
just like you would when you are at 
home, you will enjoy it more!” 

You can customize your salad, 
pizza, burger, wings and sandwich! 
They have over 10 types of salad 
dressings to choose from, five kinds 
of lettuce, over 15 types of toppings, 

seven styles of wings, four types 
of sandwich bread, 10 different 
cheeses, and over 20 toppings for 
your pizza including hot dogs, 
sundried tomatoes and green olives. 
FYI, with anything you order, 
seven toppings can be added at no 
additional cost. They have certified 
Angus beef burgers, veggie burgers 
and a chicken breast burger that is 
marinated in a secret family recipe 
served on a brioche bun. You can 
complete your sandwich or burger 
with sweet potato fries, regular fries 
or whole-wheat lavash chips. In a 
hurry? You can order online with 
your smartphone at www.7stoppizza.
com and have your order waiting for 
you when you arrive. You can also 
come into the store and use one of 

the iPads to place your order. How 
cool is that!? 

“There is no substitute for 
quality,” Armond said. “We use only 
the freshest ingredients.”  

At 7 Stop, they make their own 
pizza dough fresh from scratch daily 
in their kitchen and use filtered 
water, extra virgin olive oil and 
whole-wheat premium flour. They 
also have their original white dough 
and offer gluten-free pizza dough 
that is available in the 12-inch size 
only. (Note: Although they try their 
best, they do not make the pizza in a 
gluten-free environment.) The thin, 
tender, sesame seed-coated crust is a 
hit with the locals. 

“They’re healthy,” said one dad 
picking up a huge take-out order. 
“Not so gooey and heavy like the 
other places. My kids love them.” 

The pizzas even come with a 
generous portion of Ranch dressing 
and jalapeños. 7 Stop also has 
a catering menu complete with 
event coordinating and insightful 
information from the owner. And 
before you leave, don’t forget to leave 
your mark. When they redesigned 
the restaurant, they left their walls 
virtually empty so you can sign the 
wall and express your love for 7Stop 
Pizza. 

Located at 2623½ Honolulu Ave. 
in Montrose. (818) 249-9777. 

Chris Burrous of Burrous Bites 
Viewer’s Favorites on KTLA Morning 
News Weekends said, “Honestly, 
Nutella pizza is awesome. My wife’s 
new favorite regular pizza.” 

» MelinDa 
Clarke

Melinda Clarke
Executive Director

Montrose-Verdugo City 
Chamber of Commerce
3516 N Verdugo Road

Glendale, CA 91208 
(818) 249-7171

www.montrosechamber.org

Sample fresh olive oils and balsamic vinegars from around the world 
at Amber Road.

Julia Rabago is the executive  
director of Crescenta Valley  

Chamber of Commerce. 

BUSINESS
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From Monica Hicks, Communications Associate
McGroarty Arts CenterWhat CV Weekly adVertisers haVe to say

adVertise in the CV Weekly,
818.248.2740

“Our relationship with CV Weekly has been incredible since working 
with Lisa Y.  McGroarty Arts Center’s tiny budget for advertising 
has been well spent with the CV Weekly, reaching a nice subset of 
our students and visitors every session for classes! We are able to 
justify the cost by the amount of people who enjoy what McGroarty 
Arts Center has to offer and saw our ad in this great publication.”

WE LCOME TO THE FAMILY.

 | 

Lives are   
  not only 
lived here,    
  they are 
   enriched.

2640 Honolulu Ave. |  Montrose, CA 91020 |  ElmcroftSeniorLiving.com
 Lic# 197607164

Mountview Senior Living  is a community that 
cultivates friendship and inspires an adventurous spirit, where 
caring is what we do for each other. That’s a real community. 
That’s an Elmcroft community. 

Assisted Living   Memory Care

Private rooms available, starting at $3194.
Companion rooms available, starting at $1825.

Call to schedule your personal visit!
818.248.6737

CV Math & PhysiCs
California Teaching Credential current 
college professor. All level of math-
ematics/physics. Call (818) 919-0375.

WaNtED DEaD OR aLiVE
Washers, dryers, refrigerators, 
ranges. Pay top dollar. 
(818) 248-1344.

sUMMER tUtORiNG
Pre-algebra, Algebra & Geometry
(818) 269-6941.

ServiceS

Maids.com

We Clean
Homes

One Time • Weekly • Monthly Service

Call for a free estimate!
818.248.2001

• CLEANING SERVICES • • REmodELING / LANdSCApING / CoNSTRUCTIoN •

G e n e r a l  C o n t r a c t o r s  I n c o r p o r a t e d

Your project from
Concept to Finish

Local
Family Ow ned

Phone: 818.957.2494
Contractors State
License Number 879142

New  Construct ion
Remodels
Addit ions
Decks
Universal Design

w w w .foot h i l lc onst ruc t ion.ne t

G e n e r a l  C o n t r a c t o r s  I n c o r p o r a t e d

Your project from
Concept to Finish

Local
Family Ow ned

Phone: 818.957.2494
Contractors State
License Number 879142

New  Construct ion
Remodels
Addit ions
Decks
Universal Design

w w w .foot h i l lc onst ruc t ion.ne t

G e n e r a l  C o n t r a c t o r s  I n c o r p o r a t e d

Your project from
Concept to Finish

Local
Family Ow ned

Phone: 818.957.2494
Contractors State
License Number 879142

New  Construct ion
Remodels
Addit ions
Decks
Universal Design

w w w .foot h i l lc onst ruc t ion.ne t

VERDUGO
PET CABIN

2834 N. Verdugo Road
818.548.9840

Bring 1 Dog, Get 1 Dog
Groomed at 1/2 Price!

(First Time Customers Only)
Tues-Sat 8:30-6

Supplies/Boutique/
Doggie Day Care
Teeth Cleaning

(anesthesia-free)

• pET SERVICES •

SUMMER SPECIAL
Call us to have your system serviced!

www.lacanadaair.com
818.790.8000

License #536450 • Master Card and Visa Accepted

• AIR CoNdITIoNING •

www.AffordableRoofingService.com

Jose Gonzalez
626.216.9374  /  Lic #947589

Licensed & Bonded Over 20 years experience

AFFORDABLEAFFORDABLE
ROOFING & RAIN GUTTERSROOFING & RAIN GUTTERS

Repair or New • Tile & Slate • Shingle & Flat
Hot Tar • Maintenance • Coatings

www.AffordableRoofingService.com

www.MiracleMethod.com        License #696047 (C-33)

818-957-21772441 Honolulu Ave. #140, Montrose, CA  91020

CLASSIFIEDS & SErvICE DIrECtory
Service

yOU CaLL, WE haUL!
Yard, garage, estate left overs & 
any clean out!  Now also offering 
Pressure Washing Service.
(818) 426-3949.

KITCHEN & BATH SPECIALISTS

(818) 790-8219
1105 Foothill Blvd.  
La Cañada, 91011

Math tUtOR
Clark Magnet student tutoring
in basic math, pre-Algebra,
Algebra 1, Algebra 2 &
Geometry. $12 per hour
lighteningstormDS@yahoo.com;
call or txt (818) 913-6186.

saM’s hOME REPaiR
Plastering, painting, plumbing, 
tile, stucco, windows, doors, 
decks. Good work. Reasonable. 
Local. Sam  (818) 249-9949.

ServiceSHelP Wanted
WaNtED

Elmcroft of Mountview has
openings for the following
positions: waitstaff,
caregivers, housekeeper, recep-
tionist, med tech.
No phone calls please.
Interested applicants, apply in 
person at  2640 Honolulu Ave.,
Montrose, CA 91020
Equal Opportunity Employer 
M/F/D/V

818.843.5668
115 W. Ash Ave, Burbank CA 91502

Tables • Chairs • Tents
China • Linens • Staging
Dance Floors & Lighting

• pARTy RENTALS •

★Tim Mitchell’s
Plumbing Service

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE & REPAIR

★  BATH REMODELING  ★
Serving The Crescenta Valley Since 1985

(818) 249-6470
Contractors License #469492

Bonded • Insured

Bonners Party &
Equipment Rentals

Serving the Foothill Community Since 1939

6935 Foothill Blvd, Tujunga
(818) 951-9117

www.bonnersrentals.com

Chairs • Tables • Linens
Tents • String Lights • Heaters

Concession Machines

Yard Sale
yaRD saLE

Saturday, June 15, 8 am to 3 pm
Furniture, kitchen, toys, huge 
variety. 2838 Alta Terrace (above 
Foothill Blvd.)  
xstreet - La Crescenta Avenue.

• FURNITURE •
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Pasadena $599,000
WELL MAINTAINED & perfect for extended living! The main 
house has 2 BR, 1 BA, a generous living room, FDR + bonus 
sun room. Approx. 7,500 SF lot (per seller). Nice backyard.
 818/248-2248   2497-galbreth.dilbeck.com

Tujunga $474,500
DESIRABLE SEVENHILLS AREA!  3 BR, 2 BA home offers 
one of the most popular fl oor plans. Double sided used brick 
fi replace FDR, remodeled kitchen and baths, central heat and air.
818/248-2248    10867-amidon.dilbeck.com

Sunland $299,000
GREAT STARTER HOME! Convenient to shopping and 
transportation. 2 BR, large living room/dining room combo, it 
also features a kitchen with a breakfast area. Service porch with 
hookups for laundry. Large backyard. A Must See!  
818/248-2248   10529-jardine.dilbeck.com

La Crescenta  $647,500
UPPER BRIGGS TERRACE! 3 BR, 2 BA home. LR w/frpl with 
a brick hearth and enjoys the majestic mt. views from its large 
picture window. Dining area, 3 BR, 2 BA, FR. Large split level yard. 
818/248-2248     5911-canyonside.dilbeck.com

Tujunga $489,000
FRENCH COUNTRY JEWEL! This 5 BR, 2 BA home offers privacy 
and seclusion. Gracious front entry, dramatic curved bay window, 
Dining room with French doors, updated kitchen. Stone patio.   
818/248-2248    7836-jayseel.dilbeck.com

Van Nuys  $310,000
BRIGHT & open corner unit in the Parkwood Townhomes 
complex. 3 BR, 3 BA, approx. 1586 SF (per assessor). Dramatic 
entry, frpl, dining area and patio balcony. Private storage space.
818/248-2248   15050-sherman_148.dilbeck.com

La Crescenta  $1,590,000
SPECTACULAR CUSTOM BUILT home with over 4,900 SF of 
living space (per assessor). Library, formal living room and FDR. 
5 BR suites, 2 family rooms & exercise room. Lovely pavilion.
818/248-2248   4452-raymond.dilbeck.com

Tujunga $499,900
TRANQUIL LIVING! Over  half acre (fl at) property in much sought 
area, high in the hills. Secluded Mid Century 4 BR + FR off 
kitchen. Floor to ceiling glass, wood ceilings and heavy beams.
818/248-2248   10351-haines-canyon.dilbeck.com

Glendale $375,000
CHARMING 1 BR, 1 BA home with original stone fi replace, 
mostly hardwood fl oors, updated tile bath, a bright, eat-in 
kitchen, full copper plumbing. Completely fi nished 2 car garage.
818/248-2248   3735-3rd.dilbeck.com

Sunland $579,975
YOU ARE GOING TO LOVE this 5 bedroom home with a new 
(2013) gourmet kitchen. Family room area looks out onto the 
pool. Storage/pool room that could be used as an offi ce/hobby rm.
818/248-2248   10244-langmuir.dilbeck.com

La Crescenta $399,000
HOME SWEET HOME! Incredible opportunity in the Heart of 
La Crescenta. Needs some fi nishing touches. Property has 
upgraded electrical, some copper plumbing and a newer roof.   
818/248-2248  3329-community.dilbeck.com

d i l b e c k . c o m

La Crescenta 818.248.2248 2943 Foothill Blvd., La Crescenta
Information from sources deemed reliable but not verified or 
guaranteed. Dilbeck Real Estate is independently owned and operated. start your home search at dilbeck.com

La Canada Flintridge  $1,895,000
UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW to L.A. Mountain and city views. 
Magnifi cent Estate Property. 4 BR, 4 BA, enormous FR w/frpl, 
FDR, gourmet kitchen, game room w/wet bar. Pool & lovely yard.  
818/248-2248   2134-patagonia.dilbeck.com
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Phyllis harb
(818) 790-7325

Natalie CerPa
harb & Co. buyer’s sPeCialist

“A House is Made of Walls and Beams,
A Home is Made of Hopes and Dreams.”

www.PhyllisHarb.com www.LAreBlog.com(818) 790-7325

Phyllis welcomes...
Joe Harb

(her brother-in-law)
to our team.  Joe brings 
expertise in commercial 

and investment
properties.




